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By Brock Weir

Are you in favour of  electing all Aurora 
councillors, other than the Mayor, by ward vote 
instead of  general Town-wide vote?

That is the exact question you will be asked 
on your municipal election ballot this October. 

Councillors approved the wording of  this 
question, as well as a second question on whether 
you would be in favour of  reducing the number 
of  Councillors from the current eight to six at a 
special Council meeting on Monday night. 

With Council’s approval, the two questions 

will be on this fall’s municipal election ballot. 
For the results to be binding in favour of  a ward 
system, at least 50 per cent of  eligible voters 
need to turn out to the polls, and the majority 
of  these voters would have to be in favour of  
splitting into wards. 

If  these thresholds are met, Council will have 
180 days to make the first steps to implement 
the ward system, according to Town Solicitor 
Warren Mar. The change will be effective for 
2018. 

Continued on page 3
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Aurora Councillor Chris Ballard (L) and Newmarket Councillor Jane Twinney (R) are Newmarket-Au-
rora’s Liberal and Progressive Conservative candidates, respectively, in the long-predicted next Pro-
vincial Election. The two were acclaimed as candidates last week. While Dorian Baxter is selected 
as the candidate for the Canadians’ Choice Party, the NDP and the Greens have yet to choose their  
representatives.   For more, please see page 16.                  Auroran photo by Brock Weir

Buck verdict is in Judge’s 
hands as trial draws to a close

By Brock Weir

The verdict in Councillor Evelyn Buck’s long-standing lawsuit 
against former mayor Phyllis Morris and six members of  the 2006-
2010 term of  Council will be in Justice Brown’s hands next week as 
the six week trial drew to a close. 

Lawyers for both sides have until April 7 to submit written 
closing arguments to the judge after this week’s court date was 
called off. 

The trial resumed in Oshawa for a brief  hearing on Friday 
before being adjourned once again until Tuesday, following a 
request from Councillor Buck’s lawyer, Kevin Macdonald, who 
sought further time to review an objection made on Thursday by 
lawyer David Boghosian. 

Mr. Boghosian represents Ms. Morris, along with incumbent 
Councillors Wendy Gaertner and John Gallo in the matter, as well 
as former councillors Stephen Granger, Evelina MacEachern and 
Al Wilson. As all six were sitting members of  Council at the time 
the lawsuit was commenced, they are all covered under Aurora’s 
insurance policy.

The seven, all members of  the 2006 – 2010 term of  Aurora Council, 
are facing off  in court in a multi-million dollar defamation lawsuit 
launched by Councillor Buck against the others in 2009. 

It stems from a notice published by the defendants in local 
newspapers entitled “Statement from Town of  Aurora Council”, 
explaining Council “retained independent legal counsel” to review 
posts made on Councillor Buck’s blog which, they allege, criticised 
municipal staff. 

It concluded the posts “contravened numerous provisions 
of  the Council Code of  Conduct, which included unfounded 
and completely unmerited public criticism of  staff  in a manner 
that unjustifiably maligned their professional competence in 
credibility.”

Councillor Buck argues the published statements were 
defamatory, damaged her reputation, and claims damages of  
$1 million “for misfeasance in public office and abuse of  power, 
conspiracy, intentional infliction of  mental suffering, injurious 
falsehood, breach of  confidence and breach of  privacy” with a 
further $1 million for “infringement or breach [of  her] Charter 
Rights of  Freedoms,” a further $1 million in punitive damages, 
and $250,000 in aggravated damages.”

The defendants strongly deny the claims, and argued in 
court they were acting within their duties as councillors, and to 
“protect” municipal staff  from criticism. 

After five weeks, the trial came to a dramatic halt in December 
following closing arguments when Justice Edwards dismissed the 
jury of  four men and two women citing an improper submission 
made during Mr. Macdonald’s closing. 

The judge opted to continue hearing the trial, and to render a 
decision on his own. 

The trial was expected to continue in that fashion on Thursday, 
with Mr. Macdonald calling expert witnesses Don Cousens, 

Aurora students want say in the decisions impacting them
By Brock Weir

Aurora’s youth want a voice in local matters 
that will have a direct impact on them. 

That is the word from a group of  students 
from schools across Aurora – and beyond – who 
came forward last week to make a pitch for a 
municipal Youth Advisory Committee. 

Bringing together Breanna Charleson 
of  Cardinal Carter CHS, Kelly Gary of  St. 
Maximilian Kolbe CHS, Sabrina Lin and Hannah 
Thiessen, both of  Aurora High School, and 
Aaron Zhang, an Aurora resident who attends 
school at Newmarket’s Sacred Heart, the group 
says a committee like this in Aurora would 
build on the success of  others in Richmond Hill 
and Markham. 

“As a committee, our goal is to create a 
platform to provide for the youth of  Aurora a 
voice at the Town level,” said Lin. “We want to 
be able to identify and bring forward issues that 

affect the youth of  Aurora and act as an advisory 
group to Council and advise on issues related 
to youth. We would also like to promote and get 
youth involved in Town events as we think it is 
very important to bridge the gap between the 
adult community and the youth in Aurora.”

Added Gary: “We feel there will be many 
benefits to having this committee. Youth will be 
provided with leadership opportunities and feel 
connected with the community. In addition, they 
will be able to inform the Town of  important 
issues involving youth.”

Speaking to The Auroran after the group 
made their pitch to Council, Zhang said their 
idea for a youth committee not only sprang from 
watching and getting feedback from the groups 
in Markham and, in particular, Richmond Hill, 
but also as a natural extension of  what they do 
in their respective school communities. 

“We are all involved individuals in our 

Aurora high school students Sabrina Lin, Hannah Thies-
sen, Breanna Charleson, Kelly Gary, and Aaron Zhang 
want to form a youth committee to give younger residents 
a voice at Town Hall.          Auroran photo by Brock Weir

Question on ward system referendum 
approved by Council

Provincial  parties acclaim their candidates
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WHAT’S HAPPENING 
Aurora Chamber Home Show   

Looking for a copy of the latest Resident’s Guide or Parks and 
Recreation Program Guide? Do you have questions about Town 
programs or services? Visit The Town of Aurora’s booth at the 
Aurora Chamber of Commerce Home Show. 

Where:  1 Community Centre Lane

When: Friday, April 11 from 4 p.m. to 9 p.m.
 Saturday, April 12 from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
 Sunday, April 13 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Price: General admission is $3 at the door.  
 Children under 12 are free. 

For more information, please visit www.aurorachamber.on.ca

Aurora Art Show and Sale 

 

Calling all young artists!  The Town of Aurora is now accepting 
entries to its annual Juried Art Show and Sale. 

Where:  Aurora Town Hall

When:  Saturday, May 3 and Sunday, May 4

Ages: 12 to 17 year olds  

Price: $15 registration fee 
 
The deadline to register is Monday, April 14. For more 
information or to register, please visit www.aurora.ca/artshow

Aurora Community Arboretum AGM   

The Aurora Community Arboretum is hosting its annual meeting 
at Aurora Town Hall on Monday, March 31 at 7:30 p.m.  Anyone 
is welcome to attend to hear the progress that has been made 
thus far in the arboretum and plans for 2014. New members and 
volunteers are welcome to sign-up. 

For more information, please contact Nancee Webb, Director of 
the Aurora Community Arboretum, at 905-727-6474.

Dinner and a Movie 

Beverly Hills Chihuahua (Rated G) 

Where:  Aurora Public Library
 
When: Saturday, March 29 
 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
 
Ages: 11 to 14 year-olds
 
Price: Entry is $3 per person and pizza will be served. 
 
For more information, please call 905-727-3123 ext. 3121.

Earth Hour - Saturday, March 29

Residents are encouraged to power down for Earth Hour on 
Saturday, March 29 from 8:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. Together, we 
can take a stand against climate change.

To find out more about Earth Hour visit www.wwf.ca/earthhour

REMINDERS

Waste and Recycling Collection 

Residents are reminded that all waste materials must be 
set out at the curb by 7 a.m. on your scheduled collection 
day, but not earlier than 4 p.m. the night before. 

Please be aware that the time of collection in your area 
may change at any time, without notice. If items are set 
out late, collection vehicles will not return to pick-up 
these items. 

For more information please consult the 2014 Waste Management Guide and 
Recycling Calendar available for pick-up at Aurora Town Hall or download at 
www.aurora.ca/wastecollectioncalendar Residents can also access The Town of 
Aurora’s garbage collection schedule by downloading the my-waste TM app at 
www.my-wate.mobi/aurora/ onto your smartphone or tablet.

Winter Parking

A reminder that overnight parking of vehicles is prohibited  on any street between 
the hours of 2 a.m. and 6 a.m. from now until Tuesday, April 15. Where possible, 
residents are asked to park cars off streets to assist with snow-clearing efforts.

For more information on this by-law, please call 905-726-4751 or visit 
www.aurora.ca

 

COUNCIL AND COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Tuesday, April 1 9:30 a.m. Joint Council Committee 
Tuesday, April 1 6 p.m. Special General Committee – Audit Committee
Tuesday, April 1 7 p.m. General Committee*
Wednesday, April 2 7 p.m. Accessibility Advisory Committee
Thursday, April 3 7 p.m. Environmental Advisory Committee
Tuesday, April 8 7 p.m. Council
Thursday, April 10 7 p.m. Economic Development Advisory Committee
Thursday, April 10 7 p.m. Committee of Adjustment

Meetings are open to the public and held at Aurora Town Hall. Council meetings can be seen on Rogers TV, channel 10. 
For a full list of upcoming meetings, please visit www.aurora.ca/calendar 

*Meetings can be viewed online by visiting www.aurora.ca/gcstream

The next municipal election in The Town of Aurora will be held 
on Monday, October 27. Nominations are now open and 
forms can be viewed and downloaded online at 
www.aurora.ca/vote2014  

Residents are encouraged to educate themselves on the 
election process and the candidates running for office. 
Have your voice heard on election day and vote!

PUBLIC NOTICES

Wi-Fi in Aurora   

The Town of Aurora is now 
offering free high-speed 
wireless Internet access 
(Wi-Fi) to visitors at Town 
Hall, the Stronach Aurora 

Recreation Complex and the Aurora Community Centre. 

Visitors to these locations can access the wireless “hotspot” by 
clicking the “Town of Aurora Wi-Fi” connection which appears 
under the list of available networks on your computer or hand-
held device. Detailed instructions are available at the front desk 
of each facility. 

Participate in Doors Open Aurora 2014

The Town of Aurora and the Aurora 
Heritage Advisory Committee are hosting 
the 2014 Doors Open Aurora event on 
Saturday, August 16.  Doors Open Aurora 
is part of Doors Open Ontario, an event 
that has attracted thousands of visitors 
each year since its start in 2002.

Our 2013 event was a great success with 
more than 3,800 visits to 16 participating 
sites.

In 2014, the Doors Open Aurora Organizing Committee hopes to 
recruit approximately 16 sites of architectural, historical or natural 
significance. 

If you would like to apply to take part in the Doors Open Aurora 
2014 event, please call 905-727-3123 ext. 4226 or email 
planning@aurora.ca to learn more and to obtain an application 
form.

Outdoor Skating Rinks

Residents are advised that the four outdoor ice rinks located 
at Machell Park, Aurora Town Park, Ada Johnson Park and 
Confederation Park will no longer be maintained. Thank you 
for a terrific season! 

EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES

The Town of Aurora is now accepting applications for the 
following positions:
 
Mechanic
Application deadline is Friday, March 28

Administrator, Construction Projects 
Application deadline is Monday, March 31 

Administrative Assistant, Legal & Legislative Services 
Application deadline is Monday, March 31
 
For more information, visit www.aurora.ca/employment

Doors Open
Aurora

Saturday, April 19, 2014 • 9:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Aurora Seniors’ Centre (90 John West Way)

• Enjoy EGG-citing activities including face painting,
 a carrot toss, craft making and more!

• Find an egg and redeem it for an Easter goodie bag!

• Only 1,500 tickets are available. Tickets must be purchased
 in advance at the Stronach Aurora Recreation Complex,
 located at 1400 Wellington Street East.

• Children 12 and under are welcome to participate.
 Tickets are $5 per child. Parents are free!

• Pancake breakfast offered by the Aurora Seniors’
 Association and the Optimist Club of Aurora.
 Please note, a nominal fee will apply.

Please note, we reserve the right to
cancel, amend or change activities.
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Aurora 
Seniors’ 
Centre

Another exciting 
event brought

to you by

Proudly 
sponsored 
by: Aurora Home Hardware Centre

In
partnership 
with:

Call 905-726-4762 or visit www.aurora.ca for more information.
Like us on Facebook       Follow us on Twitter #AuroraEvents2014

Tuesday, July 1, 2014
10 a.m. to 11 a.m.

Decorated � oats, walking groups and marching bands 
are encouraged to participate in our well-attended 

Canada Day parade! Demonstrate your Canadian spirit 
and enthusiasm! Fantastic for local business exposure! 

Download a registration form at
www.aurora.ca/canadadayparade

and submit by Friday, June 13.

Call 905-726-4762 or visit www.aurora.ca/canadaday for more information
Like us on Facebook       Follow us on Twitter #AuroraEvents2014

Please note, we reserve the right to 
cancel, amend or change activities.

Proudly sponsored by:

Another exciting event 
brought to you by
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Sign up now to participate in our
Annual Canada Day Parade
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Briefly
FORUM PLANNED FOR CONSERVATION PLANS

Aurora-based Save the Oak Ridges Moraine (STORM) Coalition, 
Concerned Citizens of  King Township, the Ontario Greenbelt Alliance 
and the Coalition on the Niagara Escarpment will host a round table 
discussion on the Oak Ridges Moraine Conservation Plan, Greenbelt 
Plan, and the Niagara Escarpment Plan on Wednesday, April 9, at the 
Kingsbridge Centre in King City. All three plans come up for review next 
year, and the session will “empower attendees to understand the critically 
important role of  these conservation plans in protecting our land, water 
and quality of  life in Ontario – and the steps we can take to ensure their 
protection and enhancement,” say organizers. Adds Debbe Crandall 
of  Storm: “STORM is thrilled to be a part of  this evening organized by 
Concerned Citizens of  King Township (CCKT). 25 years ago, people from 
across the Oak Ridges Moraine gathered here in King City and formed 
this new group called STORM. It is appropriate for CCKT to be hosting a 
gathering of  people and groups from across the Greenbelt to send a clear 
message that we’re still in the business of  protecting our land, water and 
rural communities.” The event runs from 6 – 9.30 p.m. and registrations 
are now being taken at cckt.ca. 

SCOTT DUNLOP “RULES THE TUBE”

Dr. G.W. Williams Secondary School student Scott Dunlop has been 
named a finalist in the “Rule the Tube” competition held by Chartered 
Professional Accountants of  Ontario. The competition gives high school 
and post-secondary students the chance to get creative on YouTube for the 
chance to win $1,500 and, of  course, the glory. Students are asked to bring 
out “their inner video auteur” to answer the question, “Why Chartered 
Professional Accountants Rule the World of  Business.” Dunlop has 
made the top three, along with Vasiliki Belegrinis of  Richmond Hill and 
Nathan Li of  Mississauga. To show your support for Scott’s video, all you 
need to do is watch. Winners will be determined by the number of  views 
and positive ratings received on YouTube. To view the entry, visit www.
youtube.com/watch?v=yHn2-VhJUfs.

GO TRANSIT INCREASES SERVICE

Commuters will have more chances to “get on the GO” next week. 
Effective Saturday, April 5, GO Transit will increase its train and bus trips 
throughout the GTA. For the Barrie line, which runs through Aurora, 
two further train trips will be added additional cars to their 6.22 a.m. 
southbound train from Barrie and their northbound train leaving Toronto 
at 4.10 p.m. As well as additional buses serving Aurora, GO also announced 
weekend train service on the Barrie-Toronto line will return for a second 
summer running from June 28 to September 1. For more information, 
visit www.gotransit.com/schedulechanges.  

From page 1

NJC is a Canadian, independent high school located in Neuchâtel, Switzerland. 
Students in their pre-university year (Grade 12 & AP) develop rapidly through 
inspiring academics, extensive travel and enriching cultural exposure. NJC 
graduates possess the knowledge, confidence and independence to lead their own 
lives and others in making a positive difference in the world.

Limited space for September 2014 

Neuchâtel Junior College | Founded 1956 | Co-Ed | www.njc.ch
Canadian Office | 1.800.263.2923 | 

The Academic Edge + Travel

former mayor of  the City of  Markham, as 
well as municipal lawyer Valerie M’Garry, 
to the stand. He also intended on calling 
Councillor Buck, and former councillors 
Bob McRoberts and Alison Collins-Mrakas 
to re-testify. 

The latter three, however, were dropped, 
with the intention of  wrapping everything 
up on Friday alone. 

Mr. Boghosian’s objection, however, 
threw a wrench into that plan. Mr. 
Macdonald requested a brief  adjournment 
to examine his colleague’s objections, but 
said he was prepared to go ahead there and 
then if  necessary. On the other hand, Mr. 
Boghosian said he was hoping to end the 
trial on Friday and that his objection was 
no different from one expressed in an email 
in December. 

Justice Edwards nevertheless agreed to 
allow Mr. Macdonald a few more days to 
respond.

“Let’s assume in the case they should 
haBy Monday, however, Councillor Buck’s 
lawyers dropped plans to spend the 
morning arguing whether Mr. Cousens 
and Ms. M’Garry would be accepted and, if  
they were, proceeding to testimony in the 
afternoon. Instead, written submissions 
will be made to the court. 

“We are not calling any further reply 
evidence,” Jamie Sanderson, Councillor 
Buck’s co-counsel, told The Auroran, 
declining to elaborate as to the reasons why, 
or if  depositions from either Mr. Cousins 
or Ms. M’Garry would be included in their 
written documents. 

In closing arguments made last fall 
before the jury was dismissed, Councillor 
Buck’s lawyers argued the action of  the 
defence to publish a statement about her 
in the local newspapers, as well as on the 
municipal website and read aloud in public 
at a televised Council meeting was over-the-
top compared to their original concerns. 

At the last minute, however, the defence 
introduced section 448 of  the Municipal 
Act, which states “no proceedings for 
damages or otherwise shall be commenced 
against a member of  council…for any 
act done in good faith [in their] duty or 
authority.”

Speaking to The Auroran after Monday’s 
decision to submit their final arguments 
in writing, Mr. Boghosian said he was 
“relieved” that the trial was coming to its 
conclusion after taking “far longer” than 
they had envisioned. 

“We are looking forward to completing 
our written submissions and receiving the 
judge’s decision.”

Allison Kondal, 
left, had the thrill 
of her life, meet-
ing her heroine, 
astronaut Dr. Ro-
berta Bondar, at 
a conference in 
Munich during 
March Break. 

Submitted photo

Aurora student’s dream comes true as 
young leader meets her heroine

By Brock Weir

Aurora’s Allison Kondal is rarely left speechless, but 
spending March Break in Munich as part of  the Science 
and Innovation Summit just did the trick. 

Allison, a student at Newmarket’s Sacred Heart 
Catholic High School, has always been moved by the 
smiling face of  astronaut Roberta Bondar beaming 
down from the mural at Yonge and Wellington, but has 
never been able to precisely explain why she was drawn 
to this Canadian pioneer. 

It was this smiling face Allison had in mind when 
applied for the EF Tours Global Citizen Scholarship, a 
program founded by Education First to give Canadian 
students a first-hand feeling of  leadership and inter-
cultural relations. 

Student leaders were invited to submit videos on 
YouTube on what it means to be a Global Citizen, and 
she was selected from amongst the crowd to travel 
first to the United Kingdom to take part in the United 
Kingdom’s inaugural We Day celebration founded by 
Canadians Craig and Marc Kielburger. From there, they 
travelled onto Munich where her dream came true.

“All my life, I have been looking at pictures on Google, 
our Town Mural, reading books she has written and the 
documentaries and stuff  about her, and then suddenly 
she emerged as a real person, and it is just…” recalls 
Allison, trailing off  before taking a moment to collect 
herself  in her excitement recalling the experience of  
encountering Dr. Bondar following the summit.

“It’s was like nothing I have ever felt before. Getting to 
meet her is surreal and I don’t know how to describe it.” 

While she is at a loss at just how to describe it, Allison 
and her fellow students had a chance to hear Dr. Bondar 
speak about science and her contributions to the field, 
as well as obstacles she encountered while being a 
trailblazer. Afterwards, when speaking to her, Allison 
recalls introducing herself  by saying, “Hi, I’m Allison 
and we actually have you on our town mural!”

She did not need to get any more specific and Dr. 
Bondar immediately knew where her young fan was 
from. 

“I actually got to fist bump with her!” she laughs. 
“It was surreal seeing someone who has done so many 
different things and is so talented in so many different 
fields, standing in front of  you, and congratulating 
you on something you have done. It is the weirdest role 
reversal in the world.”

Having left for Europe with her group on March 7, 
returning home last week, she says she came back with 

exceptional memories of  “extraordinary people who 
done extraordinary things.” The students came back 
closer and as they have reconnected on home soil, they 
have been planning ways to support each other in all 
their future endeavours. 

Just before leaving on the trip, Allison had a game 
plan to get to know everyone with whom she would be 
sharing the experience, not just on the basis of  what 
they have done in leadership roles within those high 
schools, but also on a personal level. 

Lessons done on the ground provided that 
opportunity, included exercises to determine just what 
kind of  a leader each student was, whether they were 
introverted or extroverted, wired for logic or math as 
opposed to the arts, to focus on their passions.

We Day festivities also provided them a chance to 
look within themselves. While there, she brainstormed 
new projects she could 
implement within Sacred Heart 
surrounding such initiatives as 
their Relay For Life benefit for 
the Canadian Cancer Society, 
all the while learning that “to be 
exceptional is attainable.”

She also realised why Roberta 
Bondar almost instantly had a 
place in her heart. 

“I am passionate about 
science, but I like creative 
writing, art theory, 
photography and seeing 
Roberta Bondar, and seeing 
that she is passionate 
in a multitude of  things 
from science, to biology, to 
photography, is proof  that 
you can apply all of  these 
things that you love and make 
a career…out of  the your 
passion. 

“Beyond everything, 
meeting Dr. Bondar was the 
most inspirational moment of  
my life. To think of  all the effort 
she has put into becoming 
what she is, it was a moment I 
fell in love with being who I am 
and doing what I do. I think my 
heart will probably stay there 
forever.”

Judge has six months to make decision

SUMMIT PAINTS
905-841-6200
15480 Bayview Ave., Aurora

In Home Colour Consultations Now Available.

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

YOUR DECORATING CENTRE
From Prep to Finish - We have it all

Wellington St. E.

Borealis Ave.Hollidge Blvd.

St. John’s Sdrd. E.
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in our NEW location
EXPERTS

3 lights south of St. John Sdrd. (In the Sobey’s Plaza next to Goodlife)

Visit Us
For Our

GRAND 
OPENING
SPECIALS

Visit Us
For Our

GRAND 
OPENING
SPECIALS

 Angelo Angela Tony Jacqueline Arnold

CELEBRATING 20 YEARS!
Aurora Centre (Sobey’s Plaza 

15480 Bayview Ave, Unit 103 & 104, Aurora

Call 905-841-6200
WWW.SUMMITPAINTS.CA
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Nearly two years ago, as Aurora 
Council debated the merits of  going 
forward with a Youth Centre, or a 
Community Space for Youth, at the 
Aurora Family Leisure Complex, 
Councillor John Gallo opined, “There 
is a gap in terms of  how we’re dealing 
with our youth today. Maybe we need 
some other people to advise us on how 
to fill that gap.”

This was in mid-April 2012. 
At the time, I questioned why 

this Council hadn’t taken a golden 
opportunity at the time to renew 
an initiative brought forward by Al Wilson in the 
last months of  the previous Council term for Youth 
Councillors to have that ready voice of  younger 
Aurorans right at the table. 

It would have provided Council the chance to hear 
what this demographic wanted in a Youth Centre while 
giving potential leaders of  tomorrow a chance to shine 
and make contributions to public discourse. 

If  some Councillors were looking for “some other 
people” to advise them on how to fill that gap, they should 
have been overjoyed when several Aurora students 
from a wide cross-section of  area high schools came 
forward to say they wanted to take on the challenge. 

While the majority of  Councillors saw this as the 
golden opportunity it was, some were a bit less than 
enthusiastic. 

And, if  you get down to it, one even seemed dismayed 
by the entire idea. 

As the debate swirled in the third hour at last week’s 
Council meeting, I became dismayed by some of  the 
arguments Councillor Paul Pirri made against this 
idea. 

“I have always been opposed to the concept of  a Youth 
Council or a Youth Committee for the same reason I 
would be opposed to a strictly seniors committee, or a 
committee for women,” he said. “I feel it marginalises 
individuals and ultimately if  the individuals in the 
community have opinions, they should be brought 
forward as individuals rather than just youth. Youth 
can contribute just as well as other individuals around 
the table.”

While there was more than a kernel of  truth in 
Councillor Pirri’s argument, it is an argument which 
simply does not hold water in practice. 

Any committee, by its very nature, marginalises 
some individuals, or, at the very least caters to a specific 
segment of  the population which excludes another. 

Aurora’s Accessibility Advisory Committee, a 
statutory committee required by the Province, is 
populated, in addition to their Council representative, 
by individuals who experience – or have family 
members who experience – accessibility challenges in 
their day to day lives. 

Aurora’s Trails and Active Transportation 
Committee is largely comprised of  the same 
handful of  individuals in this community who have 
become synonymous with trail advocacy and other 
environmental issues. 

It would also be unlikely for members of  the Heritage 
Advisory Committee not to have a certain appreciation 
for where Aurora has been and, on that front, where it 
is going. 

These groups do not marginalise anyone from 
taking part, but the reality is to make the effort to apply 
for Committee membership, you are more than likely to 
have a vested interest in the subject matter.

As was pointed out in last week’s debate by Councillor 
Michael Thompson, there is nothing, in theory, stopping 
youth from applying to become members of  any of  
Aurora’s advisory committees. They do not have to be 
the age of  majority. 

One supposes they don’t have to have any particular 
background in the field they want to be discussing, 
but it is hard to imagine that such qualifications to not 
play a part in the closed door Council meetings which 
ultimately decide which applicants will be accepted to 
the committee. 

But, let’s put ourselves back into the shoes of  these 

high school students and think, which 
one of  us at that age would have decided 
to take the plunge, apply, and sit at the 
table as the lone voice representing our 
demographic?

In many cases, one would be sitting 
amongst experts who have years of  
experience in their field. 

As friendly and accommodating as 
historians – and Heritage Advisory 
Committee members – John McIntyre 
and Jacqueline Stuart are, and as 
friendly and accommodating as 
environmentalist Judy Gilchrist is on 

her respective committee, it could be a daunting and 
intimidating prospect for any high school student to 
really feel comfortable speaking up and saying what is 
on their mind. 

While Councillor Pirri argues that having a Youth 
Committee would marginalise in the same way as a 
Seniors’ Committee or a Women’s Committee would, 
and perhaps he is right as far as gender-specific 
committees go, but doesn’t Aurora already have a de-
facto Seniors’ Committee in the form of  the Aurora 
Seniors’ Association?

Sure, it is not a committee specifically designated 
by the Town of  Aurora to address seniors’ issues in 
Aurora, but that hasn’t stopped them from becoming 
an organized voice in this community to advocate on 
behalf  of, and for, seniors issues. 

Their collective voices have gone a long way in 
bettering their lot, including securing new bocce courts 
at the Seniors’ Centre, the adaptation of  a municipally-
owned tennis court to accommodate the flourishing 
new sport of  pickleball, and commandeered elbow room 
in the Community Space for Youth to accommodate 
bursting-at-the-seems senior programming when youth 
are ostensibly in school.

Why shouldn’t young Aurorans be afforded with the 
same voice within this Town?

Many decisions in Aurora, pending or otherwise, 
could greatly benefit from having the voice of  the 
youth behind it. While the Youth Centre/Community 
Space for Youth ship has sailed, this voice could be an 
influential one in steering it for the future. They would 
also be invaluable for their input into documents such 
as the Aurora Cultural Master Plan and Community 
Improvement plan. After all, who would be better 
positioned to tell lawmakers what would entice 
them and their peers to take part in all Aurora has to 
offer and, when ready to join the workforce, seek out 
opportunities close to home. 

And who better to task with going into the schools, 
talking to physically challenged students, parents, and 
others on whether Aurora will get good bang from their 
buck transforming Queen’s Diamond Jubilee Park into 
an accessibility playground?

Perhaps the most enticing prospect of  all is this 
group of  students want to bring their own issues, 
and their own concerns, to the table, not just provide 
input on what’s currently on the backburner at Town 
Hall. For a group which often ponders the best way to 
engage and reach out to all segments of  the community, 
there should be no hesitation whatsoever in  Council 
welcoming them to the table. 

In fact, they should bring out their Dustbusters and 
roll out the red carpet. 

CORRECTION
As a matter of  clarification, it has been brought 

to The Auroran’s attention that in last week’s article 
on expenses by Council and Committee members, 
the $140 attributed to Heritage Advisory Committee 
member Bob McRoberts was actually a reimbursement 
for the purchase of  six copies of  his book, Postcards 
of  Olde Aurora for the Aurora Public Library, and an 
honorarium for a presentation he made on the same 
subject. In addition, the $130.63 the article attributed 
as a reimbursement to Council candidate and 
Environmental Advisory Committee (EAC) member 
Svetla Topouzova, was actually a reimbursement to 
former EAC member Charles Levine. We apologise for 
the error.

To submit a letter to the editor, please send your email to letters@auroran.com.
Deadline for submissions is Sunday at 1 p.m.

Roll out the red carpet

Machell’s Corners
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Walk for Wellness raises over $30,000

(Re: The People’s Choice, Brock’s Banter, March 20)

In your editorial, you lament the fact that very few residents 
participate in budget sessions of  Town Council. 

I am one who has participated in the past and have attempted to 
participate, as a member of  the Trails and Active Transportation 
Committee (TATC). To state that it has been difficult to 
be taken seriously in my attempts is understating reality.  
This time I asked to have a budget-related item placed on the 
agenda of  the TATC, among other items. The meeting was 
cancelled, over my strongly-worded objection, as it was deemed 
“not required.” No explanation was given.

Based on my previous experiences, I made no further attempts 
to participate in the budget process, much out of  character with 
my usual persistence. Let me explain why:

On occasions when I do attend the budget sessions and Council 
meetings, I am given five minutes to present my suggestion and 
relevant background information. That is indeed sufficient 
to convey my main point, if  there is only one, but very often 
not enough time to explain the context, especially when such 
concerns deal with a matter which has not previously been on 
record, or been considered by Council or staff.

I then have to wait until the item is being discussed. That can 
take hours. But, the potentially lengthy wait time is not really of  
greatest concern to me. It is the fact the discussion takes place 
without my ever having another opportunity to rebut what is 
being introduced as arguments that serve to defeat, or modify 
my request for budget dollars.

I have often additional information which can serve to 
enlighten Councillors on concerns which I had not foreseen. I 
have only five minutes to set out supportive information and deal 
with anticipated concerns. The fact I am not being welcomed to 
make additional comments after having heard the Councillors’ 
concerns, I perceive as cavalier treatment of  my input. 

What the Chair of  the Budget Session should take into 
consideration is the capacity of  the resident to speak intelligently 
on the subject and to have to be respectful. A supplemental time 
slot for speaking should be allowed, after all Councillors have 
commented in full, for and against, and before a vote is taken. 

In the absence of  respectful treatment of  the citizens and 
their ideas, it should surprise no one that participation of  the 
public, in the budget sessions, will remain abysmally low. 

Klaus Wehrenberg
Aurora

On behalf  of  CHATS – Community & Home Assistance to 
Seniors – I would like to thank all those from Aurora and across 
York Region that supported our annual Walk for Wellness 2014. 

I would start by thanking The Auroran for their local coverage, 
and special thanks to Newmarket Hydro, our presenting sponsor, 
and Bazil Developments and Astellas Pharma our silver sponsors. 
And, in the bigger York Region, South Simcoe picture, appreciation 
to the Upper Canada Mall, York Region Police, York Region 
Media Group, and Newmarket Tim Horton’s for their “in kind” 
sponsorships.

This year, we initiated a process to invite other charities to 
participate. 

Each of  the following local charities entered a team and their 
team proceeds were split 50/50 between CHATS and the charity 
– Big Brothers Big Sisters of  York, the Aurora Historical Society, 
Yellow Brick House and the Women’s Centre of  York Region. 

Special kudos to the participants of  two teams entered by the 
Aurora Seniors’ Centre, another charitable group that chose to 
return their 50% share to CHATS!

Other teams that comprised of  Aurora residents included Team 
Ridgewood, the Upper Canada Mall Solemates, the Patrons Pacers, 
Olympic Ringers and Seneca College SSW Gerontology, as well as 
several CHATS staff  and board related teams.

To everyone that participated in our 2014 Walk for Wellness, 
thank you. With the added support of  West Jet, who donated two 
tickets anywhere they fly, which was raffled off  during our wrap 
up event, the grand total raised to be dedicated to CHATS services 
and support for seniors and caregivers was over $30,000. Thank you!

Tim Jones
Director of Development, CHATS 

(Re: Politics As Usual – “Failure to Consult”, March 13, 2014)

Kudos to Alison Collins-Mrakas for pinpointing that legislation 
often excludes the public from public planning. Equal kudos to 
Councillors last Tuesday for decisions that go the second mile on 
public consultation.

The omnipresent elephant in the room - downtown parking 
problems - got lick and a promise - better things to come.

Consider that Library Square discussions have failed to ignite 
excitement about a solution. 

And consider that several writers, Councillors and residents, 
seemingly in exasperation, have suggested it should be a parking 
lot.

There may be wisdom in that pragmatic solution now.
When the exciting solution comes along, the parking lot will be 

waiting for development.
 Gordon Barnes

Aurora

Five minutes is not enough time 
to speak at budget meetings

Parking lot is the “pragmatic” 
option for Library Square for now
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Something unusual happened to 
me last week; I received a letter in 
the mail.

“Hmph – I get mail all the time”, 
you probably say.  

But this was different.   
It wasn’t a form letter.  There was 

no printing, typeface, letterhead, 
labels or ‘limited time offers’ 
involved.  The paper size was not the 
standard eight and a half  by eleven 
inches.  The envelope didn’t have a 
little window in it.

It was an actual hand written 
letter on a heavy bond non-white 
paper, with a real stamp and written 
return address on the envelope.  

Bet you haven’t had one of  those 
in a while. In fact, unless you have 
an older family member who lives 
out of  town and has not embraced 
the internet, or, perhaps before that, 
the typewriter, I think this would be 
pretty rare.

In this case, the big surprise is that 
the letter didn’t come from a person 
from that nostalgic older generation, 
but someone much younger than 
myself.

It got me thinking as to what 
we actually do receive in our 
supermailbox on a regular basis. 

It used to be bills, but those 
transactions are almost all handled 
electronically now, including any 
associated statements.  

We do get the odd small package 
that comes in the mail rather than 
being couriered to the front door, but 
that’s infrequent.

There are a still a few magazines 
that come this way, but even those are 
going electronic with tablet versions 

becoming more accessible.
With the exception of  the one 

noted earlier, the only letters we 
receive are the rather impersonal 
form variety, often addressed to 
“occupant” or “homeowner”. In the 
cases where they do try to identify 
us by name, they usually misspell it, 
often in the most original ways.

We don’t mistakenly receive 
our neighbours’ mail very often 
anymore, either.  

This is likely due less to improved 
postal efficiency than the fact that 
like the rest of  us in the 21st century, 
they’re getting less hard copy mail, 
too.

Even that last seasonal holdout, the 
Christmas card, is more frequently 
appearing in one’s electronic inbox, 
rather than one’s external mailbox.

Of  course, the one thing that has 
not decreased in volume, but grown 
exponentially, is junk mail. We 
probably receive 387 mature trees’ 
worth of  fliers every year that pretty 
much all get immediately tossed.  

If  we had a wood stove, and the 

space to store all this combustible 
material, we could probably heat our 
house each winter with them.

Maybe until they figure out 
another purpose for it, the Town 
could offer up the use of  the Petch 
House for this storage.

In the end, if  you add up the “real” 
mail we receive, this may account for 
an average of  one or two items every 
week or two.   

It wouldn’t really be worth visiting 
the supermailbox for anymore, 
except if  you didn’t empty it on a 
regular basis, the fliers would jam in 
so tightly that the carrier wouldn’t 
be able to fit in any real mail, if  you 
were actually sent something.

It’s no wonder that Canada Post 
is scaling back home delivery across 
the country and closing post offices, 
such as the one here in Aurora. Stamp 
sales certainly can’t be keeping them 
in business.

We’re now so used to the speed of  
electronic communication, it’s not 
like we’re ever going back. It’s hard to 
believe that not that long ago, people 
waited days or even weeks between 
written communications. Today, 
you’d be frustrated if  someone didn’t 
respond to an email or text within a 
few minutes.  

Postal delivery truly was snail 
mail, comparatively speaking.

So, receiving that hand written 
letter was quite a surprise, and 
perhaps most telling for how quickly 
times have changed; it was almost 
quaint.

Feel free to e-mail Scott at: 
machellscorners@gmail.com

First Responders Day celebrations include student essay contest

FRANKLY 
SPEAKING

Frank Klees
MPP Newmarket-Aurora

Gone … postal 

INSIDE
AURORA

Scott Johnston

On December 11, 2013, the First 
Responders Day Act was passed into 
law by the Ontario Legislature. It was 
a rare demonstration of  goodwill on 
the part of  all members of  the three 
political parties in the final hours of  
the legislative session. 

The underlying reason for 
that goodwill and the resulting 
unanimous consent that allowed my 
Private Member’s Bill to be passed 
into law, was the indisputable fact 
that our communities are safe, our 
homes are protected and our lives 
are secure because of  the dedicated 
and selfless service of  the first 
responders in our communities. 

Following is the bill as it was 
passed by the legislature:
An Act to Proclaim First Responders 

Day     Bill 15, 2013
Preamble
First responders are those men 

and women who, in the early stages 
of  an emergency, are responsible 
for the protection and preservation 
of  life, property, evidence and the 
environment. They include police 
officers, firefighters, military 
personnel, paramedics, medical 
evacuation pilots, dispatchers, 
nurses, doctors, emergency medical 
technicians and emergency 
managers.

First responders are volunteers 
and professionals who have 
dedicated their lives to public 
service. Their life-saving skills often 
make the difference between life and 
death. Their public service deserves 
to be recognized and honoured.

Therefore, Her Majesty, by and 
with the advice and consent of  
the Legislative Assembly of  the 
Province of  Ontario, enacts as 
follows:
May 1 in each year is proclaimed as 

First Responders Day.
When I first proposed the bill, I 

stated that it was my hope that by 
proclaiming First Responders Day, 
we would make a conscious effort to 
honour the first responders among 
us for their contributions to our 
communities. 

As we approach the inaugural 

First Responders Day, I’m 
encouraged by plans that are 
underway. I recently met with United 
by Trauma members, Sam Reid of  
Glass Tiger, Nicole Taylor and D/C 
James Ward. We were joined by Vali 
Stone whose book entitled, “911-True 
Tales of  Courage and Compassion” 
was a source of  inspiration for the 
First Responders Day bill. 

Celebration plans are underway
Plans include a kick-off  

celebration on the eve of  First 
Responders Day, April 30 at the Jazz 
Bistro, 251 Victoria Streeet, Toronto. 

On May 1, a reception will be 
hosted for first responders at Queen’s 
Park by MPPs, followed by formal 
statements in the Legislature. 

Municipalities will be encouraged 
to make declarations in recognition 
of  first responders and it is my hope 
that special tributes will be made in 
school auditoriums and classrooms 
throughout the province to remind 
students of  all ages of  the important 
contributions that first responders 
make in our communities. 

“An essay contest for students 
would be an excellent idea!”

I was hosting thirteen year old 
Michael Sadono for lunch in the 
legislative dining room a few weeks 
ago when I took the opportunity to 
get his advice on how best to engage 
students in the discussion about 
First Responders Day. 

Michael had made the cut from 
among hundreds of  Grade 7 and 8 
students who apply to participate 
in the Legislative Page Program, 
and was serving his term as Page. 
Lunch with Pages from our ridings 

is a tradition for MPPs and the 
conversations are always a highlight. 
And given that the program is 
designed for high-achieving, 
community involved students, I 
knew I could count on solid advice.

“An essay contest for students 
would be an excellent idea” offered 
Michael. 

But he was quick to add that it 
should come with an incentive, 
“something like an iPod, with 
different models for the level of  
prize.” 

How could I not take that advice? 
So here it is:

The Rules for the First Responders 
Day Essay Contest

Eligibility: All elementary, 
secondary, college/university level 
students residing in Newmarket and 
Aurora;

The essay shall be no more than 
300 words in length;

The theme of  the essay shall be 
based on the First Responders Day 
Act ;

Submissions must be delivered 
no later than 3 p.m. on Friday April 
25, 2014 by email to fklees@frank-
klees.on.ca or by fax to (905) 750-0050 
or delivered to: 14845 Yonge Street, 
Suite 201, Aurora L4G 6H8

First, Second and Third Prizes 
will be awarded in each of  the three 
student categories of  elementary, 
secondary and college/university;

Prizes: First: iPod touch 32GB, 
Second: iPod touch 16 GB, Third: 
iPod nano 16GB;

Winners will be determined by a 
panel consisting of  first responders 

Winners will be notified no 
later than April 30, 2014 and will 
be invited to a special presentation 
event on May 1st at a location to be 
determined.

The top three essays will also be 
published in The Auroran.

Let’s make the inaugural First 
Responders Day a memorable and 
meaningful day for us all. I look 
forward to your comments and 
advice.    

www.frankklees.com 
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POLITICS
AS USUAL

Alison Collins-Mrakas

If  the Provincial election were held today, which of  the 
four major parties would have your vote?

A)     Green Party
B)      Liberals
C)      New Democrats
D)     Progressive Conservatives

Last week, I talked about how deftly Alberta 
Premier Alison Redford had managed to stave off  a 
palace coup by simply staring them down.  

Well, it seems that it wasn’t enough.  
Following her “good talking to” by the party brass, 

folks within the party were still not satisfied.
There were further resignations as well as an 

imminent, hastily arranged meeting of  politicos with 
the expressed purpose of  holding a “non-confidence” 
vote on her leadership. She beat them to the punch.

Citing her desire to avoid dealing with further 
inter-caucus infighting, the now former Premier 
resigned as of  Sunday. It seems she would rather fall 
on her sword than endure further shivs to the back. 
Smart woman.

Political party in-fighting in Canada is nothing 
new. I recall the days of  the positively caustic 
relationship between the Chretien camp and the 
Martin camp that played out in the 90s – to rather 
disastrous results for the Federal Liberal party.

As long as there have been leaders, there have 
been those who wish to tear them down. It makes 
sense.  For someone to win their party’s leadership, 
someone had to lose. And the losing side is often very, 
very bitter. They have no interest in sucking it up “…
for the good of  the party”, despite what the party 
brass may say.

But, regardless of  what has gone on before, I do 
have to say the infighting and intrigue does seem 
nastier nowadays. I think it’s a result of  the times we 
live in. We live in a multi-media saturated age.  

The avenues for discord and displeasure to be 
displayed are neverending. It’s a 24 hour news cycle.  
It must be constantly fed. And there are many folks 
out there eager to feed the beast.

Political friends and foes alike take to the airwaves 
and saturate the bandwith with tales of  virtue 
and magnificence or deceit and moral turpitude 
depending on their viewpoints.

The positive is there for sure, but the virulence and 
prevalence of  the negative overwhelms the positive 
every time. It certainly seems lost on some that there 
is a difference between the expression of  legitimate 
opposition to a party or a politician’s position and 
extreme partisanship.  

Disagreement and loathing become one in the 
same.

I do think this extreme negativity is what drives 
people away from politics – both from engaging in 
the process or participating entirely.  Who in their 
right mind would want to run for office if  they have 
to be subjected to all of  this?

So, it is in this context that I went to the recent 
Newmarket-Aurora nomination meeting for the PC 
candidate. Given all that has transpired over the past 
few weeks, I was expecting some high drama.

I was very pleasantly surprised.  
The meeting was an entirely positive affair. 
The room was full of  people there to support the 

acclamation of  their candidate for the provincial 
riding, Newmarket Councillor Jane Twinney. 
Councillor Twinney even had members from her 
own Town Council there to show their non-partisan 
support for her campaign. 

No attacks on candidates. Not even attacks on the 
Liberals. A few shots about ORNGE, gas plants, for 
sure, but they were more as an aside rather than a 
direct whack at their foes. Just positive messages 
about the candidate and what she would do for the 
riding.

The Liberal candidate nomination process was 
drama-free. There were never any other candidates, 
so a nasty twittersphere war did not ensue. 

I was, unfortunately, unable to attend the Liberal 
nomination meeting as I was in Toronto that night.  
However, I can report that the candidate – Aurora 
Councillor Chris Ballard – was similarly acclaimed.  

I also understand that, similar to the PC candidate, 
there was a room full of  people, including a few of  
Councillor Ballard’s current Council colleagues, as 
well as a former Mayor, were also in attendance to 
show their support for his candidacy.

So far, so good. Will the race for the seat stay nice? 
Maybe. Maybe not. But it has certainly started off  
that way. Regardless, let’s hope that we get a race 
about ideas, about vision, about support for our 
community.

It would be a welcome change from Politics as 
Usual.

Until next week, stay informed, stay involved 
because this is, after all, Our Town.

And they’re off…

Last week to vote

Clients and staff of Able Network were on hand at Highland Automotive this month to receive a 
$3,100 cheque from the dealership to support their programming. Highland donated the $3,100 
through Chevrolet’s Drive For A Cause event, during which $25 is donated to the charity of the dealer’s 
choice for every test drive taken during the month of February. Able Network focuses on providing 
work placements and other opportunities within the community for young adults with intellectual   
challenges.                                            Auroran photo by David Falconer
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If  less than 50 per cent of  voters turn out, but 
the majority show they are in favour of  a ward 
system, Council could move on its own to follow 
the will of  the voters. 

“This is one of  the most important questions 
members of  our community have to answer 
themselves,” said Councillor Paul Pirri, who got 
the ball rolling in this Council term on putting 
the question to voters. “I do not believe it is 
appropriate for us to be answering that for them 
in this venue.”

Although Councillors largely conceded 
that meeting the 50 per cent voter threshold 
would be a rarity, considering Aurora’s highest 
voter turnout in recent years was 41 per cent, 
a referendum question could motivate more 
people to cast their ballot. 

“I think it is an opportunity to engage the 
public in a different way and maybe get the voter 
turnout up,” said Mayor Geoffrey Dawe.

If  thresholds are not met, Councillors said 
they would take comfort in the fact they would 
still get a good read of  whether or not Aurora 
wanted to move to a ward system if  it is left up 
to them to make the decision. 

“While I am hopeful we will get more than 50 
per cent, I am not convinced of  that and will be 
elated if  that happened,” said Councillor John 
Gallo. “I see this as an opportunity to survey 
the residents on their opinion of  these two 
subjects.”

Underlying the entire discussion was the 
issue of  making sure each voter had enough 
information before them to make an informed 
decision. This was a universal concern of  
Council, who said a communication plan on the 
options, including the pros and cons of  adopting 
a ward system, is paramount. 

Councillor Wendy Gaertner, for instance, 

said clarity in the education could be provided 
on why there is a question to reduce Council 
from eight to six, and whether or not that could 
potentially save money for taxpayers. 

Outreach and input was also key to the 
eleven members of  the public who turned out 
for Monday’s meeting, including two declared 
candidates for Council. First up to speak was 
Anthony Pullano, a vocal proponent of  adopting 
a ward system. 

He “applauded” Council for making a decision 
on the question and said salaries should be 
addressed later. He had praise for Council 
saying they were all doing a “great job” with 
the resources and time they are given, but said 
they should be bumped up to full-time positions 
with salaries of  $60,000 - $70,000 (part time 
Councillors currently earn $27,567 for the year) 
and be afforded their own offices and staff. 

“We have to make a decision,” Mr. Pullano 
told Councillors on the ward system. “We have 
to take the bull by the horn and you have to 
lead.” 

Also speaking in favour of  a ward system was 
Marie Leone, who said she was disappointed that 
discussions over a ward system for the better 
part of  a decade left her with the impression 
Council “decided we weren’t bright enough to 
make our own decisions.”

“If  Aurora says [we] don’t want a ward 
system, I think that is pretty good and it puts 
it to bed for a while,” she said. “When I have a 
problem, I always go to the Mayor. He always 
answers my questions and takes care of  things, 
but I would like to know I have someone who is 
interested in my community, in my comments, 
and who actually comes and knocks on my door 
once in a while.

“I will be happy with whatever decision 
Aurora makes because that is what they want.”

From page 1

ONUMENTS BY 
HOMPSONST

* Granite markers and monuments 
* Cemetery lettering and restoration 
* Bronze markers and vases 
* Serving all cemeteries and nationalities
* Portrait Etchings

Quality and Satisfaction Guaranteed 
Day, Evening and Weekend Appointments 

905-727-5421
530 Industrial Pkwy S., Aurora L4G 6W8 

Thompson Funeral Home is proud to be part of 
Service Corporation International (Canada) Ltd.

M
A New Approach to Memorial Design.

CHARTWELL 
PARK PLACE 

retirement residence

15055 Yonge St., Aurora

Call 905-727-2952

CHARTWELL RETiREmEnT RESiDEnCES
WELCOmE YOU TO An OPEn HOUSE

RELIVE THE GOOD OLD DAYS  
TO THE SOUND OF MUSIC  
FROM YOUR YOUTH

*CERTAin COnDiTiOnS APPLY. VALiD FOR PERSOnS 65 YEARS AnD OVER.

PRESEnT THiS AD On mARCH 30  

TO RECEiVE YOUR SPECIAL GIFT

WE CAN’T WAIT TO MEET YOU!

HERITAGE 
CELEbRATION

SPEND-A-HALF DAY(Grades 2 to 11)

OPEN HOUSE
Friday, April 4 Registration Required.

Wednesday, April 9 from 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Junior Kindergarten to Grade 12

• 100% university placement at top universities in Canada and around the world
• Dedicated and caring teachers who are specialists in their field
• Challenging and engaging academic curriculum
• Full recreational and competitive co-curricular program
• Daily hot lunch program
• Safe and supportive nurturing environment
• Small class sizes and personalized attention at every grade (JK to Grade 12)

Your child can attend class, meet fellow classmates 
and teachers, join us for lunch! 

Registration required. Please contact our Admission Office at
905-895-1700 ext. 259 or admission@pickeringcollege.on.ca.

Independent Co-educational Day and Boarding School
since 1842 | JK to University Preparatory

16945 Bayview Avenue, Newmarket, ON, Canada
Visit us at www.pickeringcollege.on.ca

5-DAY BOARDING OPTION NOW AVAILABLE!

As some of  you may 
know, MoneySense 
magazine recently 
published its list of  
Canada’s Best Places to 
Live, ranking Aurora 
at No. 1 in York Region. 
This recognition 
reinforces the message 
to communities across 
the country that Aurora 
is a great place to live, 
work and play!

MoneySense ranked 
201 communities across Canada, citing 
Aurora as 10th best in small cities and 
24th overall. The analysis factored 33 
metrics in 10 categories, including 
wealth, taxation, amenities, culture, 
crime rate and weather.

Aurora fared well across the broad 
range of  categories, but of  particular 
interest was the measure of  property 
tax as a percentage of  household 
income. Essentially, this metric 
gauges property tax levies against a 
homeowner’s ability to pay. With 2.61 
per cent of  household income going to 
property taxes, Aurora was lower than 
all other municipalities in York Region.

This is a very telling statistic, and one 
that runs counter to the oft quoted belief  
that “taxes are too high.” If  anything 
can be gleaned from the numbers 
presented in this national ranking, it 
is that taxes in Aurora are well within 
our homeowners’ ability to pay. This is 
a critical factor in establishing fairness 
in the local budget process.

During this municipal term, our 
Council has consistently delivered 
prudent, accountable budgets that make 
key investments in our community, 
while minimizing the financial impact 
to our ratepayers. I am very proud of  
the fact that we have kept tax increases 
to a minimum, while supporting the 
needs of  our growing municipality.

On March 18, Council approved a 
2014 Budget that included a local tax 
levy increase of  3.75 per cent. With 
Regional and educational portions, this 
translates to a 1.99 per cent increase to 
your property tax bill. 

The 3.75 per cent includes 1.28 per 
cent for ongoing community safety, 
including final payment for the 
20-person fire crew and additional fire 
truck approved in 2011, and 0.92 per 
cent for future infrastructure needs to 
ensure things such as damage from a 
severe winter will not spike property 
taxes. The remaining 1.28 per cent, 
well within the rate of  inflation, will 
improve services and accommodate 

rising costs.
With the budget 

complete, our next 
challenge is the proposed 
Joint Operations Centre. 
I discussed the need for 
this facility, critical to 
servicing the operations of  
our growing community, 
in my January column 
and my February Keynote 
Address to the Aurora 
Chamber of  Commerce. 

We hosted a very 
successful Open House on February 
8 at our operations depot on Scanlon 
Court, which gave our residents an 
opportunity to tour our dated facility 
and demonstrate the need for a new 
one. What became abundantly clear 
from the comments I received from the 
many who attended, was the great deal 
of  misinformation and disinformation 
circulating, concerning the Joint 
Operations Centre.

I would like to remove the hyperbole 
and clearly state that as a capital 
project, this new facility will not affect 
property taxes. 

On February 25, Council voted to 
proceed with tendering for the Joint 
Operations Centre. Our staff  estimates 
a cost of  $19.8 million, fully funded 
from development charge revenues and 
the sale of  surplus assets. With nearly 
3,000 homes being built on our 2C lands, 
the Town is well poised to finance and 
proceed with this project. 

On March 14, Newmarket-Aurora 
MP Lois Brown and I toured our 
operations depot on Scanlon Court 
while discussing the Government of  
Canada’s Building Canada Fund and 
opportunities for Aurora to apply for 
these funds to offset the cost of  the 
Joint Operations Centre. 

I intend to aggressively pursue any 
available funding to assist in financing 
this new facility, and eagerly await the 
forthcoming criteria for the Building 
Canada Fund.

I invite anyone looking for more 
information on the proposed Joint 
Operations Centre or other Town 
services to join us at The Town of  
Aurora booth at the Aurora Chamber 
of  Commerce Home Show at the Aurora 
Community Centre from April 11 to 13. 

The Home Show provides a fantastic 
opportunity for residents to learn about 
the wealth of  products and services our 
merchants offer. Please help support 
the Chamber and stop by our booth for 
information or just to say “hello.” 

I hope to see you there!

IN GOOD 
COMPANY 

Mayor Geoffrey Dawe

Aurora on top

Ballot questions will need 50% 
voter turnout to be binding
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Imagine thirty to forty 
years ago if  you were told 
that lasers would replace 
scalpels in surgery or 
that robotic instruments 
would build cars; you 
may not have believed 
it. By the same token, 
would you believe that 
chiropractic treatments 
could be performed 
using a special hand-held 
instrument developed 
by NASA scientists, all 
while you were sitting 
in an upright position 
without any turning or 
twisting movements? 

Advances in 
computers and 
engineering technologies 
have been able to 
uniquely blend with 
chiropractic in order to 
both analyze and treat 
the human body in such 
a way that was never 
before realized. 

According to Dr. Sean 
Eastman, “This new form of  computerized 
treatment is so gentle and effective, that it 
amazes even the most skeptical patients. It’s 
called the ProAdjuster and is the latest, state-
of-the-art technology in existence today, and 
the only one in the north Richmond Hill 
area. 

The ProAdjuster can safely and gently 
analyze and treat the spine and other joints 
to remove the nerve impingement that is 
often the cause of  pains in the lower back, 
neck, shoulder, and elsewhere in the body. 
It also works on a variety of  muscular 
conditions to loosen tight muscles with ease 
and comfort. Many patients say that it’s like 
getting a mini-massage. 

It can also help increase the amount of  
motion in almost any joint. Even patients 
with knee, hip, and foot problems such as 
plantar fasciitis are being helped. It is also 
covered by insurance companies since this 
is a chiropractic treatment and does not cost 
you anything additional. 

Dr. Eastman says that “The secret to the 
Pro-Adjuster lies in its advanced piezoelictric 
sensor that is able to detect the slightest 
amount of  restriction in a joint and then 
deliver an extremely precise adjustment.” 
He says that  “Even though traditional 
forms of  adjusting also work, people are 
drawn to this new technique because of  
how gentle it is and does not involve any 
twisting, especially in the neck. Many people 

love getting adjusted 
with traditional manual 
techniques, all of  which 
are safe and effective. 
But there are a large 
number of  people who 
never get to experience 
the amazing benefits of  
chiropractic because 
they are scared to have 
their spines adjusted 
in that way,” says Dr. 
Eastman. Now, there is 
no longer a reason to be 
leary. The ProAdjuster is 
perfect for anyone who 
has been thinking about 
going to a chiropractor, 
but hasn’t yet made that 
decision. Dr. Eastman 
wants everyone to be 
able to experience these 
same benefits and if  
you have any of  the 
following conditions, 
the ProAdjuster may be 
the answer you’ve been 
looking for... 

• Low Back discomfort   
• Fibromyalgia 
• Sciatic nerve pain            
• Plantar Fasciitis 
• Neck and shoulder pain      
• Knee or hip pain 
• TMJ dysfunction                 
• Scoliosis 
• Carpal Tunnel Syndrome   
• Arthritis 
• Headaches                              
• Sports Injuries 

Treatment with the ProAdjuster is 
consistent, measurable, and extremely 
gentle. There is no guesswork, and it’s 
safe for individuals of  all ages. Call our 
office today and mention this article to 
receive a FREE ProAdjuster analysis to 
pin-point your problem areas and to see 
how the ProAdjuster can help. Call within  
the next 7 days and you will also receive 
a complimentary nerve stress scan and 
computerized muscle test/semg that can 
show the areas of  your stress and how it’s 
affecting your body. Call 905-773-2225 today 
to reserve your free ProAdjuster Analysis 
Scan. (reg. $90) 

This technological marvel can help you 
return to a healthier lifestyle. You may 
no longer have to live with a persistent, 
painful condition. Call us today at 905-
773-2225.

Breakthrough Treatment  
Now Available in Richmond Hill

Advertorial

Dr. Eastman uses the Proadjust-
er to analyze a patient’s spine 
and pin-point areas of nerve  
impingement syndrome causing mal-
function and pain. 
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Gordon F. Allan Jason K. Allan

Our Services 
Real Estate  •  Family Law • Employment Law
Estate Administration, Litigation and Planning 

Traditional Style, Custom Kitchens and Design

130 Hollidge Blvd., Unit B10
Aurora, ON L4G 8A3
Tel. 905.503.1059

Toll Free 877.397.7518
blackriverkitchens.com

905-727-7048
terryeckert@bell.net

Stage & Sell
Terry Eckert 

Sales Representative

2014 Aurora budget approved with 3.75 per cent tax increase
By Brock Weir

Aurora Council approved its 2014 budget 
last week, resulting in a 3.75 per cent hike to 
the municipal portion of  your tax bill.

Combined with further tax increases 
from the Region of  York, as well as education 
tax, homeowners can expect a combined tax 
rate jump of  1.99 per cent overall.

Broken down into dollars and cents, the 
average Aurora homeowner whose property 
is valued at $550,000 can expect to pay an 
extra $109.44 this year. For commercial 
properties also valued at $550,000, owners 
can expect an increase of  $122.51. 

Aurora’s 2014 Budget represents an 
overall budget of  $63 million for the 
municipality. Items within the budget 
include $140,000 additional funding 
to Central York Fire Services, the fire 
department shared between Aurora and 
Newmarket, for the now complete multi-
year phase in of  20 new crew members 
in Aurora, an increase in insurance 
premiums as well as cost of  living increases 
for municipal employees at Town Hall, 
$208,000 in contributions to infrastructure 
reserves, and $110,000 additional funding for 
the Aurora Public Library. 

New initiatives include $3 million to 
convert Aurora’s existing street lights to 
LED lights, a $220,000 investment in the 
creation of  a Community Improvement 
Plan for Downtown Aurora, $150,000 for 
a new accessible playground at Queen’s 
Diamond Jubilee Park (formerly Civic 
Square Park), and continued work on the 
Aurora Promenade. 

In a statement released Wednesday, 
Mayor Geoffrey Dawe said he was 
“extremely pleased with the budget” in 
addressing these and other items “while 
keeping our combined tax levy increase 
below two per cent.

Discussions, however, were decidedly 
more heated the previous evening as 
Councillors prepared to sign off  on the 
document. 

“I think, as a whole, Council has worked 
to reduce this budget as much as possible,” 
said Councillor Paul Pirri. “I think you can 
always try to do more and you can always 
try to make suggestions, but this is a good 
compromise and we kept it below two per 
cent, which is a goal of  a lot of  people.”

The next speaker was Councillor Wendy 
Gaertner, who caused tempers to flare when 
she said over $300,000 was included in the 
budget as “supplementary taxes”, taxes 
which would flow into Town coffers mid-
year, when that was not the case. 

“Council is aware that we will not 
actually be receiving this revenue,” she said. 

Town Treasurer Dan Elliott, however, 
countered that this item for $325,000 is 
clearly labelled as a draw from Aurora’s 
stabilization reserves to make up for a 
shortfall in supplementary taxes that is 
expected this year. $250,000 is expected to 
come into the Town, and the $325,000 would 
be drawn from reserves to bring $575,000 to 
the table to keep things in line with last year.

Supplementary taxes, he added, are 
“volatile” and difficult to predict and if  
Aurora budgeted for $325,000 less than they 
expected last year, the Town’s tax rate would 
have to increase by nearly a full percentage 
point. Next year should be better as more 
properties in Aurora’s 2C development 
come into being. 

“We have a line item for $250,000 and a 
separate line item for $325,000 from tax rate 
stabilization,” he said.

Councillor Gaertner, however, was 
undeterred.

“However you want to look at it, this is 
smoke and mirrors for an election year and 
I will be voting against this,” she said. 

With that, a number of  Councillors said 
they were “offended” and “concerned” with 
her comments. 

“I do find it a little bit odd that a  
Councillor would speak of  ‘smoke and 
mirrors’ when, since 2007, six budgets voted 
for the approval of  the use of  supplementary 
taxes at a $400,000 level, and here we are 
below that,” said Councillor Michael 
Thompson. “It must be an election year.”

Added Councillor Sandra Humfryes, “If  
there is that kind of  feeling throughout the 
process, it should be deliberated and put on 
the table at that moment, not on the day we 
are going to be approving the budget. 

“I am not happy that there is an increase 
of  that nature, but it could not be avoided.”

For Councillor John Abel, Council 
worked hard going through just about every 
item in the budget. He said the “smoke and 
mirrors” comment was “irresponsible” 
and did not reflect the reality.

“I consider it good management 
and a way to stabilize [tax rates] to the 
taxpayer,” he said. “We are trying to do a 
very important role here. We have spent a 
great deal of  time [on this] and to bring it 
up at Council when we are approving it is 
inappropriate, in my opinion.”

Also speaking out against the budget 
were Councillors John Gallo and Chris 
Ballard. For Councillor Gallo, his 
objections included increases to Aurora’s 
tax premiums which came up near the 
end of  December, nearly two months after 
budget deliberations kicked off, as well as 
cost of  living increases at Town Hall. 

Additional concerns included the new 

accessible playground which, he said, 
“should never have seen the light of  day.”

For Councillor Ballard, the 3.75 per cent 
tax increase for the municipal portion of  
the tax bill was out of  whack with inflation. 
Many Aurorans are on fixed incomes, he 
argued, with some seeing their incomes 
decreasing, and more should have been 
done to peg Aurora’s tax increase to this 
inflation. He also suggested he viewed 
revenue projections from new developments 
as overly optimistic in the budget. 

“I am not confident in our revenue 
projections, not because we have made a 
mistake, but I think we are overconfident 

in the state of  the building industry and 
how fast we will be moving ahead,” said 
Councillor Ballard, noting he was against 
drawing from stabilization reserves to make 
up the shortfall. 

“I have philosophical concerns about 
those funds using tax dollars from 
residents today being spent on residents of  
tomorrow.”

Mayor Dawe, however, disagreed with 
his view on drawing from reserves. 

“One of  the things I want as a resident 
is consistency when I receive my taxes,” he 
said. “I think this is a very prudent way to 
do that.”
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THE 2014 GMC SIERRA 
CREW CAB 4X4 TODAY! 2014 BEST NEW PICKUP

Join us April 4th
6pm - 11pm

Aurora Cultural Centre

      
       Sample assorted Microbrewery Beers! 

     

(22 Church Street, Aurora)

Available at:
 Rec Cycle (15483 Yonge St. Aurora) 
 Royal Lepage (14799 Yonge St. Aurora)

 $20 Tickets

N e t  p r o c e e d s  t o  t h e  Yo u t h  o f  A u r o r a

Must be 19 years or over

  Enjoy a variety of foods by local chefs!
Musical entertainment!

Presented by the Optimist Club of Aurora 

Silent Auction!

Limited number of tickets available

Willn’ Abelby

School can 
be easier. 

Correct the 
root of the 
problem.

Call 905-853-3363 
learningability.org

If learning is a problem... 
we have a solution.

Licensed and certified DavisTM facilitator

Daffodil Month campaign is ready to bloom around Aurora
By Brock Weir

As the weather warms up later this week, and 
mountains of  snow start to dissipate, it won’t 
be too long now before bursts of  colour come up 
out of  the ground in the form of  the first spring 
flowers. 

The arrival of  the spring also heralds the 
arrival of  Daffodil Days for the Canadian Cancer 
Society. Beginning in April, bunches of  the 
sunny-hued blooms – along with their durable 
lapel pin counterparts – will be sold in grocery 
stores, LCBOs, and other outlets throughout 
the community, and once again heading up the 
Aurora fundraising efforts are Nancee Webb.  
Ms. Webb, a long-time volunteer of  the Canadian 
Cancer Society, was recently honoured for her 
many years of  service with the group at a special 
ceremony for volunteers participating in a myriad 
of  the society’s programs, at the offices of  the 
Regional Municipality of  York. 

There, perhaps with a captive audience, 
organizers seized the opportunity to confirm her 
continued involvement in the program, which she 
was only too happy to accept. 

“It’s a lot of  fun, and a lot of  our success has 
to do with our wonderful volunteers,” says Ms. 
Webb. “We have a tremendous group of  people 
who have been with us, some for a long, long time. 
There’s some young folks, some older folks, and 
lots in between. There are those who have had 
cancer and those who haven’t, but they are all so 
dedicated. If  ever I can’t fit a slot at a particular 
location, I just have to give them a call and they 
will step up to the plate”

As Aurora convenor of  the Daffodil Program, 
she says she is very proud of  how it has developed 
over the years. While June’s Relay for Life is 
often the biggest fundraiser of  the year for the 
Canadian Cancer Society across the country, not 
just in York Region, there is a special charm about 
the daffodils. 

“It is a lot of  fun because people love to see the 

flowers blooming in the spring and it is just so 
positive,” she says. “When I am out selling them in 
stores, people are just very happy and grateful to 
see us there. The Society figures out the locations 
and that is why we try to make sure we have 
someone at every local LCBO. We find they are 
usually the most generous people. 

“I am very proud of  this. It gives us a warm 
feeling and it is just so nice to give back to the 
community in different ways. I lost a lot of  family 
members to cancer, so this is very important 
for me. I like to think what I am doing is maybe 
helping to find a cure by raising this money.”

This time around, however, the Canadian 
Cancer Society is trying something new with 
their campaign, accepting volunteer registration 
online. To put your name forward for the 
Campaign, including shifts, visit www.cancer.ca. 

“When it comes to the daffodil campaign, all 
it really takes is a couple of  hours on Friday, 
Saturday or Sunday,” says Ms. Webb. “It is fun, 
especially if  you like to meet people and if  gives 
you a good feeling. Almost everyone has had 
cancer touch them at some point, so it is nice to 
help people give back.”

University expansion into region a top priority
By David Pietrangelo

York Region municipalities are welcoming 
the idea of  opening a post secondary campus 
to facilitate the population’s growing demand.

In December of  2013, the Province of  
Ontario released a plan called “Major Capacity 
Expansion Policy Framework.” 

Its goal is to provide the necessary post- 
secondary institutions and space needed to 
meet the increased demand by the growing 
population of  Ontario. 

The Province wants to ensure the benefit 
from its highly skilled and educated workforce 
in the global economy. Continuing to educate 

our growing youth and young adult population 
will show positive signs decades down the line.

The statement reads that the Province will 
be open for proposals from institutions and 
municipalities in early 2014. The Aurora and 
York Region proposal dates are not set, but are 
expected in the next 4 – 6 weeks.

Doug Lindeblom, Director of  Economic 
Strategy for York Region, stated that their 
number one goal right now is to attract and 
help expand campuses like York University. 

He added that the Region and its 
municipalities are the only ones in all of  Ontario 
with a population above one million that do not 

Aurora’s Nancee Webb was honoured by Janice 
Hodgson and Alex Reil of the Canadian Cancer 
Society for her five years of volunteerism.

Auroran photo  
by Brock Weir
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IT’S GOING
TO BE A

GLORIOUS
SPRING!

This spring, Aurora will see a new master-planned 

community that will be not only the talk of the 

town but the entire GTA. A community where 

four fantastic builders o� er an unprecedented 

selection of homes, all built with a new green 

energy-e�  cient standard. In a location that 

combines the best of town and country, with its 

own community park and access to nearby trails, 

and just minutes from Yonge Street and the 404.

OPENING THIS SPRING

LUXURIOUS SINGLES, SEMIS & TOWNS

Prices and specifi cations are subject to change without notice. E. & O. E.

REGISTER NOW

TO BE AMONG THE

FIRST AT THE

PREVIEW OPENING

OF AURORA TRAILS.

AuroraTrai ls .com
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By Brock Weir

A proposed new apartment building 
on Yonge Street just south of  Wellington 
Street took one step closer to becoming 
a reality last week. 

Council approved a site plan for a five 
storey, 12 unit rental apartment building 
for the vacant lot between the old Aurora 
Post Office/Clock Tower building and 
Old Town Hall, amid concerns over 
parking. 

With parking in Aurora’s Downtown 
Core continuing to be a concern 
amongst residents, business owners, 
and some Aurora lawmakers, worries 
were raised that approving the plan 
with just 12 parking spaces would only 
exacerbate a problem.

According to Marco Ramunno, 
Aurora’s Director of  Planning, there is a 
need to reduce required parking for the 
building, which will be going to Aurora’s 
Committee of  Adjustment for approval. 
Ordinarily, this building would require 
26 parking spaces, but under the Town’s 
approved Aurora Promenade plan, this 
requirement has been reduced to 14. 

“I am in favour of  intensification 
in the Downtown Core and I have said 
that many times,” said Councillor 
Chris Ballard. “At the same time, I have 
spoken in the past in this particular 
area because it has been, from the day I 
set foot in Town, an issue with disputes 
about who owns what parking, who has 
the right of  way to access parking. 

“It has been quite a mess and I fear that 
putting this building in, reducing the 
amount of  parking, removing parking 
spaces is just going to further make that 
whole parking area a complete mess.”

Similar views were expressed by 
Councillor Michael Thompson who 
reiterated his view from earlier this 
month that he did not want to solve 
one problem, such as revitalization in 
Aurora’s downtown core, by creating 
another with parking. More assurances 
were needed, he said, that the new 
development would not put any further 
strain on the area. A strategy was 
needed, he added, to come up with a 
solution to the parking problem that 
would satisfy all stakeholders.

“I had a few calls this week about 
parking around the Library,” said 
Councillor Thompson. “It is an issue 
and I don’t want to compound it with 
this development. There is a parking 
problem today and if  this proposal goes 

forward, it is not going to change. We’re 
still going to have a parking problem and 
it is incumbent upon all of  us to work 
together with downtown merchants 
to help develop that overall parking 
strategy and bring forward some ways 
to alleviate that pressure and bring 
about that change so it helps resolve the 
issue. Perhaps it is Library Square.”

Although solving the parking problem 
was an issue for some, others approached 
it as striking the right balance amongst 
the “need” to revitalise and intensify in 
this area, while ensuring the rights of  
business owners and homeowners. 

“It is a struggle; we’re already 
recognizing the extreme benefit of  
having this development on Yonge 
Street and the challenge of  parking, 
with or without this building there,” 
said Councillor Sandra Humfryes. “I am 
not sure that 12 units is going to make 
a huge impact in addition to what is 
already a bad, bad situation. Hopefully 
we’ll get a good opportunity to provide 
some initiatives to get some additional 
relief  for the downtown core overall and 
not just for this additional building. 

“It is perfect for what we want to do 
with downtown Aurora. It is extremely 
beneficial to our community and our 
businesses downtown.”

For Councillor Paul Pirri, although 
the discussion revolved around parking, 
at the end of  the day it was the rights of  
the property owner that were at issue. 

“I am grateful we have had these 
parking spots that have been used by 
individuals within the community, but 
ultimately we have to remember that 
this property belongs to an individual 
and this individual has rights,” he said. 
“I find it hard to believe that in this 
situation where somebody owns the 
property, we’re essentially giving more 
rights to people who are trespassing on 
that property to park than we are to the 
actual owner of  the property. This is a 
great proposal, but I am having a hard 
time understanding why there is such a 
concern about who is using the parking 
on the proponent’s [property].”

Existing parking spots on the lot are 
currently rented out. 

Relief  and clarity on the downtown 
parking situation could be coming in 
small measures in the future, however. 

According to Town Solicitor Warren 
Mar, negotiations are ongoing to clarify 
the ownership of  parking lots along 

Continued on page 21
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Clothing Destination 
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Casual Apparel 

*Weekend Attire 
*Outerwear 

+ Shop at Home Service 

“DOWNTOWN AURORA”   15117 Yonge Street  |  905 713 1501
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shopping for 
new clothes 
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exercise. 
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Let Mike Rathke assist YOU!

 

Presents 

 

“SOUNDS OF A NATION”
 Saturday, April 5 – 8 PM 

at Trinity Anglican Church in Aurora...79 Victoria St.
Sunday,   April 6 - 7:30 PM 

at Richmond Hill Centre for the Performing Arts, 10268 Yonge St.
 Program:  

DVORAK – Slavonic Dances
RACHMANINOFF – Piano Concerto No.2, Guest Artist: Maggie Ho, Piano

WAGNER – Elsa’s Procession to the Cathedral from Lohengrin
 IPPOLITOV-IVANOV – Caucasian Sketches

 
For Saturday concert call: York Symphony at (416) 410-0860

For Sunday concert call: Richmond Hill at (905) 787-8811  OR ONLINE: www.rhcentre.ca

Tickets:  Saturday: Adults $28, Seniors $23, Students $15
                Sunday:   Adults $30, Seniors $25, Students $15

Public Planning meeting set for April 23 on Southeast Heritage 
Conservation District

By Brock Weir

Aurora residents on both sides of  the 
debate surrounding the proposed Southeast 
Aurora Heritage Conservation District will 
have a chance to sound off  and state their 
case this April. 

Councillors have earmarked Wednesday, 
April 23 for a public planning meeting to 
discuss moving onto the next phase in the 
Heritage Conservation District (HCD) study. 

The HCD covers the southeast quadrant 
of  Yonge and Wellington from Wellington 
Street in the north, to the just beyond the 
GO Tracks on its most easterly boundary, 
to Rotary Park in its extreme south, and 
Victoria Street in the west. 

It is proposed to encompass a wide range 
of  homes and amenities, including Town 
Park, the old Aurora Armoury, and the 
former Wells Street Public School, which 
is due to commence its transformation into 
lofts this year. 

Residents came forward earlier this 
month to speak out against the HCD, and 
many members took the opportunity last 
week to express their support for a formal 
public planning meeting.

“We are grateful that Council voted 
unanimously to hold the public planning 
meeting,” said realtor Lynn Knowles last 
week, after her delegation to Council earlier 
this month speaking out against the plan, 
citing a possible decrease in property values 
and restrictions on property owners should 
the plan go through.

Ms. Knowles was followed by area 
resident Erina Kelly, who is a member of  
Aurora’s Heritage Advisory Committee and 
one of  the leading proponents of  the HCD. 
She said many residents left the March 
4 General Committee meeting “annoyed 
and confused” by some of  the arguments 
made against the HCD. In response, she 
said proponents of  the plan have set up 
a “network” to communicate “factual 
information” to the residents of  the area.

“No matter where you live in Aurora, the 
planning department has a say in what you 
do in your home,” said Ms. Kelly, countering 
arguments that the HCD would put undue 
restrictions on property owners. “Building 
and demolition permits protect the interests 
of  both individuals and the community as 
a whole. Does this translate into the Town 
owning half  your house? Only if  you choose 
to share half  of  your capital gains when you 
sell. 

“It is the word ‘heritage’ that gets blood 
pressure rising and that is where the spin 

begins. I am hoping it will end in clear 
dialogue if  this process continues.”

Citing a 1999 study from the University 
of  Waterloo, HCDs typically stabilize 
or increase property values, she said. 
Unionville, she added, is a prime example of  
a community that has both preserved and 
promoted its heritage in a way to increase 
“economic vitality.”

“All we have to do is observe,” she said. 
“I believe people are engaged in a confusing 
debate with too many unanswered 
questions. An open forum will help us 
determine if  there is enough common 
ground to enter phase two.”

Ms. Kelly was supported at the podium 
by realtor Linda Stephens. As a life-long 
Aurora resident, she said she views the 
area in question as the “heart” of  Aurora, 
and something that should be “treasured”. 
In her experience, she said, the designation 
of  an HCD would only go to help property 
values. 

“The province has over 100 distinct 
heritage districts that we could learn from 
and should look into for how to work with 
the Heritage District to preserve what is in 
the heart of  our Town,” said Ms. Stephens. 

For Councillors, next month’s Public 
Planning meeting will be a chance for all 
sides to air what is on their minds and 
provide a forum where, in the words of  
Councillor John Abel, “we can agree on 
facts that are presented.”

“Community engagement is 
fundamental to the process and I am 
supportive of  having some additional 
public meetings if  that will help inform 
and engage the residents and make sure 
everyone is informed and aware of  the 
policies and where the impact is,” added 
Councillor Michael Thompson. 

“We went through the process with 
the Northeast District and I felt the 
communication plan laid out in 2006 was 
much more extensive than now. While I 
think the public planning meeting is a first 
step, I hope we look back to what was done 
in 2006 and entertain some additional ways 
in which residents in that area are properly 
informed and engaged in this process and I 
think there is more that we can do.”

Councillor Wendy Gaertner also 
expressed support of  the public meeting 
both for the benefit of  residents and of  
Council.

“Council needs to have all the 
information it can from as many residents 
as possible in order to make an informed 
decision,” she said.

Yonge and Wellington apartment plan clears 
Council amid downtown parking concerns
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FirstHomeTM Aurora  
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By Jeff Doner

With spring approaching, the Aurora Skating 
Club is once again getting ready for special ice show 
at the Aurora Community 
Centre on April 5 to mark 
a special anniversary.

“It’s a bi-annual ice 
show, so it’s always very 
exciting for us,” said the 
Aurora Skating Club’s 
Vicky Yeack. “This year 
is especially exciting 
because it’s out sixtieth 
year in Aurora, so we’ve 
gone with a show called 
‘Legends and Icons.’ It’s 
the most exciting thing for 
everyone in the club and 
not just the skaters, but 
the coaches and the parents 
and community. It has 
always been very popular. 
It’s kind of  the icing on the 
cake.”

The competitive and recreational seasons are 
nearing an end, making the event one of  the final 
shows for the Club.

However, the club will also be embarking on their 
annual trip to Buffalo, where the club has had a large 
amount of  success over the years.

“Buffalo is really the end of  the season for us. It’s 
huge for us,” Yaeck said. “They have the Cheney 
Cup down at the competition and we have brought 
it home seven years in a row. It’s great and the kids 
always look forward to it.”

Until then, the skaters have been working hard to 

make sure they put on a good show here at home on 
April 5.

“Because it’s only every two years, the kids always 
look to this with great anticipation,” said coach and 

Learn to Skate co-director 
Allison Greenwood. 
“We started practices 
on Friday and they have 
been talking about it for 
months. They’ve been 
wanting to know what 
music we’re having and 
how it’s going to be.”

The “Legends and 
Icons” show will have 
a little something for 
everyone, including some 
of  the greatest musical 
hits of  all time and some 
other feature skaters.

“It’s out sixtieth year 
and we have the junior 
world champion Nam 
Nguyen coming to be our 
guest skater,” Greenwood 

explained. “He just won World’s last week. He’s only 
15 years old and he’s just a spitfire. He’s great. There 
are going to be bright costumes, bright lights, great 
music and lots of  things to look at and buy. There will 
be something for everybody.”

Advanced tickets for the April 5 show are currently 
on sale by visiting the Aurora Skating Club office at 
the Leisure Complex or can be purchased at the door 
for $15.

There will be two shows on 
April 5, one at 1.00 p.m. and one 
at 7.00 p.m.
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A & F Hair Elite
Barbershop & Hairstyling

Come in and meet: Mario, Frank, Pasquale, Sandy, Alfredo and Domenic

Come For a Traditional Faded Cut and Shave at the Oldest Barber Shop in Aurora. 

$500
napoleonfireplaces.com

*
*FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY

Please call for details

Job Searching?
Need to Hire?

We Can Help  
 At no cost to You!

905-727-3777
222 Wellington St. E., Main Floor, Aurora

                  

l Career Counselling   l Resumes
l Self Employment      l Interviewing     
l Second Career          l Networking     
l Apprenticeship     l Job Postings

This Employment Ontario service is funded 
in part by the Government of Canada

The views expressed in this publication are the views of this Service Provider and do not necessarily reflect those of the Ministry

www.RNCemploymentservices.caAurora

The Aurora Skating Club is ready to hit the ice 
for next week’s Ice Show, which also celebrates 
its 60th anniversary.

 Auroran photo  
by Jeff Doner

Aurora Skating Club puts finishing touches 
on 60th anniversary  “iconic” Ice Show

Tigers battle back against Cougars heading into Game 7
By Jeff Doner

After slamming the Cougars 7 – 2 in game one of  
their OJHL northeast semifinal series, the Tigers have 
been brought back down to earth.

Heading into game 
four last Wednesday 
night, the Tigers were 
two wins away from 
going on to the next 
round, but have had 
trouble scoring.

Heading into Game 
Six on Sunday night, 
the Cougars had 
pushed the Tigers to the 
brink of  elimination 
after stealing wins in 
Games Four and Five 
in a couple of  low 
scoring affairs.

“They have a good 
system and go with 
the trap,” said Tigers 
goalie Kevin Entmaa. 
“We knew that they 
were going to just try 
to capitalize on chances 
that we give them, so 
they’ve had the bounces 
go their way so far this series, but I think we have put 
the pressure on them as well.”

Last Wednesday, the Tigers went to Cobourg for 
Game Four and were hoping their offence would break 
through. Cobourg, however, scored lone goals in the 
first and second periods to establish a 2 – 0 lead.

Dylan Sikura added a goal from Taylor McCloy in 
the third period, but the Tigers fell short in their bid to 
notch the equalizer.

With the win, Cobourg tied the series at two games 
apiece, with Game Five headed back to the ACC on 
Thursday.

There, Entmaa and Cobourg goalie Nathan Perry 
continued to show their talents in what has been a 
battle of  the nets.

The game remained deadlocked at 0 – 0 and was 

sent into an overtime period that ended up being a 
spectacle.

First, Cobourg had a goal waved off  when the 
net came off  its moorings. It was a lucky break that 
seemed to spur the Tigers, who controlled most of  

the play in the extra 
period.

Then, with plenty 
of  speed, Tigers 
forward Curtis 
Warren charged the 
Cobourg net and 
scored what seemed 
to be the game 
winning goal. But the 
referee immediately 
waved off  the goal, 
convinced that 
Warren kicked it in.

Minutes later 
Cobourg scored the 
game winner with a 
deflection off  a skate 
that beat Entmaa top 
corner.

“Going into 
overtime, I tried not 
to think of  the game 
as being any different 
and tried to keep 

playing the way I was. I was hoping the bounces would 
start going our way, but obviously they didn’t,” said 
Entmaa.

Warren said the loss stung, especially after having 
his “goal” called back.

“It hurts a lot, because I didn’t kick it in,” he said. “It 
did go off  my skate, but it was redirected and I still got 
my stick on it. It was a complete game changer and it 
wasn’t fair to the team.”

Down 3 – 2 in the series, the Tigers shook off  the loss 
and hit the road for a must-win game six in Cobourg 
Sunday night.

Ahead of  the game, Warren said the Tigers had to 
play a full 60 minutes using their speed to break the 
Cougars down and force them to make mistakes. 

“We can’t take a minute off, because if  we give them 

an inch, they’re going to take a mile,” he said. “We’ve got the coach 
of  the year coaching us, so we have faith in him and we have faith 
in each other. We need to be able to use that moving forward.”

Tigers’ Liam Neuman (Left) and Curtis Warren (Right) 
fight for the puck and try to create some offense in 
front of the Cougars’ net during a 1 – 0 Game 5 over-
time loss at the ACC on Thursday night. Warren had a 
goal disallowed in overtime, but rebounded in Game 
6 with two big goals to keep the Tigers alive and send 
the series to Game 7. Auroran photo by Jeff Doner

See Tigers on page 18
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AMHA GAME RESULTS
Mar. 16-2014 

- Mar. 23-2014 
House League

108 Timbits - LA Purple:   0  
104 Timbits - Edmonton Blue:   0  

605 Omar's Shoes:   6  
610 Rotary Club of Aurora:   2  

601 Aurora Home Hardware Building
Centre:   1  
Giuliano Iervasi 1G, Matthew Cowl 1A,
Nathan Mohabeer 1A,  Zachary Diaz SO,   
604 Optimist Club of Aurora: 0 

610 Rotary Club of Aurora:   2  
Andrew Campbell 1G, Griffin Charnely
1G, 
605 Omar's Shoes:   6  
Jack Gauthier 1G, Ethan Joiner 1G 1A,
Leo Douvinos 1G 2A, Michael Pantalone
1G 1A, Jake Byrne 1G, Cristian Franze
1G, Michela Venosa 1A,  Michela Venosa
1A,  Joseph Franze 1A,  Mitchell Hudson
1A,    

811:   1  
Vaughan Hewgill 1G, Remmington Colic-
chio 1A,   
804 Investors Group:   2  
Anthony Liva 1G, Tyler Frise  1G, Patrick
Facca 1A,    

806 Benson Kearley IFG:   7  
809 Manhattan Trophies:   3  

803 Optimist Club of Aurora:   3  
Cameron Dyer 1G, Jacob Leblanc 1G,
James Freel 1G, Jacob Turiff 1A,   
808 Inaria:   4  
Brad Shennan 2G, Troy Lane 1G 1A,
Keaton Thompson 2A,  Andrew Negri 1G,
Kyle Gillies 1A,  David Tonelli 1A,    

811:   1  
Vaughan Hewgill 1G, Scott Rumble 1A,   
802 Dr. Weaver's Drillers:   5 
Roberto Iervasi 2G, Matthew Winters  1G,
Matthew Rotman 2A,  Tony Sul 1A,  Colin
Boorn 1A,  Jack Weaver 1G 1A, Louie Si-
monin 1G,   

805 York Region Auto:   2  
Josh Fallovalitta 1G, Jack Snedden 1G,  
810 Peirce McNeely Assoc. Lawyers:   4  
Andrew Sutherland 2G, Kyle Wulle 2G,   

905 VEGFRESH:   6  
903 BMO Bank of Montreal:   4

909 Ice Photo's Puck Bandits:   2  
903 BMO Bank of Montreal:   5

905 VEGFRESH:   2  
909 Ice Photo's Puck Bandits:   5  

903 BMO Bank of Montreal:   2  
902 Mayfair Systems:   5  

903 BMO Bank of Montreal:   7  
901 Pizzaville Aurora:   5  

908 Diamond Groundskeeping Serv-
ices:   5  
Derek Keun 2G, Jiyan Yilmaser 1A,
Micheal Montesanti 2G, Jack Bishenden
2A,  Alex Carter 1A,  Jacob Hatton 1G,  
905 VEGFRESH:   2  
Joey Stipec 1G, Mathew MacDonald 1A,
Joey Leger 1G, Troy Foster 1A,  Alec
Magnante 1A,    

909 Ice Photo's Puck Bandits:   5  
904 Orr & Associates:   1  

907 Aurora Lodge #148 IOOF:   4  
Ryan Batten 1G 2A, James Power 1G 1A,
Zak Keller 1G, Harrison Lambrinos 1G,

Andre Cristillo 2A,  Jordan Screech 1A,   
906 The Backyard Pool & Spa Com-
pany:   1  
Ales Sesto 1G,   

902 Mayfair Systems:   2  
Chris Sutherland 1G 1A, Alex Tashos 1A,
Georgio Venosa 2A,  Andy Butler 1G,  
908 Diamond Groundskeeping Serv-
ices:   2  
Micheal Montesanti 1G, Anthony Loduca
1A,  Derek Keun 1A,  Jacob Hatton 1G,
Geoffrey Siow 1A,  Domenic Fiorini 1A,    

903 BMO Bank of Montreal:   1  
Graeme McDonald 1G,  
907 Aurora Lodge #148 IOOF:   3  
Harrison Lambrinos 1G, Matthew Bellerby
1G, Jordan Screech 1G, Zak Keller 2A,
Ryan Batten 1A,    

901 Pizzaville Aurora:   2  
909 Ice Photo's Puck Bandits:   3  

1002 ATS Healthcare:   3  
1003 Ice Photo's Puck Bandits:   2  

1004 North York Heating & Plumbing:
3  
1001 :   3  

1006 Jonathan's:   3  
1007:   6  

1004 North York Heating & Plumbing:
1  
1007:   4  

1006 Jonathan's:   2  
1001 :   5  

1003 Ice Photo's Puck Bandits:   1  
1005 ADC Aluminium:   3  

Rep League
Tyke -
Select A: 6
Georgina: 4  
Lucas Reid 2G, Erik Guilbert 1G 1A,
Nicholas Ferrante 1G, Ayden Burt 1A,
Jared McNeil 3A,  Jacob Belisle 1A,  Luc
Warner 1G 2A, Nate Brentnell 1G 2A,  

Tyke - 
Georgina: 2 
Select A: 1 
Marcus Gingl 1G, Nicholas Ferrante 1A,
Jacob Belisle 1A,    

Minor Atom AE - 
Aurora Tigers: 3 
Richmond Hill: 3  

Minor Atom AE -
Richmond Hill: 7
Aurora  Tigers: 2  

Minor Atom AE - 
Aurora Tigers: 5 
Richmond Hill: 4  

Atom A - 
Markham: 2  
Aurora Tigers: 1
Ethan Solilo 1G, Ayden Whilby 1A,    

Atom AE - 
Aurora Tigers: 6 
Halton Hills: 1  
Ryan Weeks 2G 2A, Lucas De Palma 1G
1A, Ryan Dunbar 1G, Jordan Dimatulac
1G 2A, George Rappos Jr.  1G, 

Atom AA - 
Aurora Tigers: 3 
Stouffville: 0  
Owen Hollett 1G, Liam Taylor 1A,  Anton
Sopov 2G, Jacob Hoffrogge 1A,  Owen
Papulkas 1A,  Anthony Russo SO,    

Atom AE - 

Aurora Tigers: 3
Halton Hills: 2  
Tyler Cox 1G, Riley Pearl 1G 1A, George
Rappos Jr.  1G 1A, Luka Rodrigues 1A,
Hunor Kristof 1A,   

Atom A -
Markham: 5 
Aurora Tigers: 1  
Dylan Andersen 1G,  

Atom AA - 
Aurora Tigers: 4 
Stouffville: 1 
Jacob Hoffrogge 1G 1A, Anton Sopov 2G
1A, Owen Papulkas 1G 1A, Owen Hollett
1A,  Calum Ormond 1A,  Gage Gonsalves
1A,   

Atom RS - 
Aurora Tigers: 4  
Port Perry: 1
Nathan Cobb 2G, Anthony Carbone 2A,
Aidan Quinn 1G 1A, Cayden Visser 1G,  

Minor Peewee A -
Barrie: 2
Aurora Tigers: 0  

Minor Peewee AE - 
Aurora Tigers: 6  
Ancaster: 3
Logan Kidder 1G, Geoffrey Wilson 3G 1A,
Ethan Ritchie 1G, Ian Hilgendorff 1G,
Daniel McKay 1A,  Andrew Scott 1A,
Brennan Powell 1A,  Carson Tidd 2A,
James Sproul 1A,   

Minor Peewee A -

Aurora  Tigers: 3 
Barrie: 0  

Peewee RS - 
Aurora Tigers: 3  
Uxbridge Stars: 3

Peewee RS - 
Aurora Tigers: 5  
Pickering Panthers: 0

Peewee RS - 
Thornhill Rebels: 7
Aurora Tigers: 5  

Peewee RS - 
Aurora Tigers: 1 
Barrie: 1  
Quinn Bruckner 1G, Jackson Galbraith
1A,    

Peewee RS - 
Aurora Tigers: 2 
Barrie: 1  

Peewee AA - 
Richmond Hill: 3 
Aurora Tigers: 1  

Bantam AA - 
Aurora Tigers: 3  
Richmond Hill: 2
Connor May 2G, Thomas Kostoff 1G,  

Bantam AA -
Aurora  Tigers: 5 
Richmond Hill: 3  
Eric Pears 1G, Greg Hoogers 2G, Thomas
Kostoff 1G, Brady Futterer 1G,

AMHA RESULTS 

Aurora Minor
Hockey Association

IMPORTANT INFORMATION REGARDING
2014/2015 REGISTRATION 

On-Line Registration begins:  April 1, 2014

In office registration:   April 2, 9, 16, 22, 23, 24, 2014 
                (6 pm – 9 pm)
   
REGISTRATION fees for the 2014/2015 season are: 

PLEASE REGISTER EARLY!

Guaranteed spots are available ONLY to players
registered on or before June 30, 2014.

We will not add teams in September to accommodate late registrants.

$555.00  Players born 1994 through 2008*

$  50.00 Late fee effective June 1 – 30, 2014*

$100.00 Late fee effective July 1, 2014*

$  50.00 Non-Resident Fee (if  applicable)

*First time registrants in Tyke born in 2007 and 2008 must register in 
person and submit a copy of  a birth certificate and proof  of  resi-
dency. It is recommended that 2008 players have either taken skating 
lessons or completed one year of  Opti Hockey.
 
PLAYERS MUST BE REGISTERED PRIOR TO ANY TRYOUTS FOR 
AAA OR ANY AMHA REP/SELECT TEAM. AMHA REP TRYOUTS 
WILL COMMENCE APRIL 27, 2014.

A 10% discount applies to families with 3 or more players.
*Late fees do not apply to new registrants.
Refunds (less $25 administration fee) will be issued to anyone with-
drawing prior to September 1, 2014.

NEW REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS
https://omhahockeyparent.respectgroupinc.com/secure/

The Ontario Minor Hockey Association has mandated that one 
parent per family must complete the online “Respect In Sport” 
– Parent Program in order for their child to be rostered to an 
AMHA team this season.
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Last Week’s Puzzle Solution

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

AURORA

FESTIVAL

3rd
Annual

THANK YOU Aurora!

and to our

SPONSORS 

MEDIA PARTNERS

EVENT PARTNERS 

3
SOLDOUT
Nights!

COMING EVENTS
MARCH 19 – APRIL 26

The Toronto Watercolour Society 
will hold their Spring Aquavision 
Show at the Aurora Cultural Centre. 
The show will feature a new venue 
and new rules of  submission after 29 
years of  its history. The society brings 
together 275 accomplished painters 
exhibiting throughout local and 
national areas. Biennial exhibitions 
provide unique venues throughout 
the GTA. For more information, visit 
www.torontowatercoloursociety.com

THURSDAY, MARCH 27 
The Toronto Watercolour Society 
will hold a reception for its Spring 
Aquavision Show tonight from 7 – 9 
p.m. at the Aurora Cultural Centre. 
Juror Ernestine Tahedl, has selected 
the best water media paintings entered 
for this show by members. Selected 
wards of  merit will be presented at 
the Reception. Refreshments will be 
served. The reception is open to the 
public.

* * * * 
Also at the Aurora Cultural Centre, 
a reception for internationally-
acclaimed fine art photographer 
Arline Malakian presents her show 
“The Gaze” in the Great Hall Gallery. 
All are welcome. Light refreshments. 
Fully accessible building; elevator 
entrance at the north doors. www.
auroraculturalcentre.ca. 

* * * * 
The Aurora Chamber of  Commerce 
will host a pub night beginning this 
afternoon at 5.30 p.m. until 7.30 p.m. at 
Sgt. Peppers Pub and Grill (115 First 
Commerce Place, Aurora). This casual 
night of  networking is free for Aurora 
Chamber members.

SATURDAY, MARCH 29
The Final Indoor Aurora Farmers’ 
Market of  the season takes place today 
at the Aurora Cultural Centre from 10 
a.m. to 2 p.m. The Market returns to its 
traditional outdoor location on Wells 
Street on Saturday, May 3 from 8 a.m. 
to 1 p.m. 

* * * * 
The Aurora Cultural Centre, 22 
Church Street, presents a free Bark 
Carving Demonstration with wood 
carver Marlene Ash. Enjoy the process 
as Marlene creates a whimsical house 
out of  cottonwood bark. 10 a.m. to 
12 p.m. in the Blue Gallery. www.
auroraculturalcentre.ca.

* * * *
Anita Dizgun Photography will hold 
its grand opening today from 11 a.m. 
to 4 p.m. at 38 Wellington Street East, 
Unit 5. In addition to meeting the 
team and taking in the new studio, 
activities, including a mini-makeover 
will benefit Yellow Brick House. 
Mayor Geoffrey Dawe will officially 
cut the ribbon at 12 noon. For more 
information, contact the studio at 905-
841-5000.

MONDAY, MARCH 31
The Aurora Community Arboretum 
will hold its annual “Meet and Greet” 
meeting at Aurora Town Hall tonight 
beginning at 7.30 p.m. Everyone 
is invited to attend and hear what 
progress has been made in the 
arboretum and what plans are for 
2014. A brief  Annual General Meeting 
forms part of  the evening and new 
members and volunteers may sign 
up. For more information, call 905-727-
6474.

* * * * 
Tickets go on sale today for the Aurora 
Seniors Centre’s Black Tie Gala, 
which will be held May 9. This is an 
event to enjoy an elegant evening of  
dinner and dancing with dessert, tea 
and coffee. An appetizer table will 
be available before dinner. A cash 
bar will also be available, along with 
prizes to be won. Doors open at 5.30 
p.m. with dinner at 6.30 p.m. Tickets 
are $25 for members and $30 for non-
members. Tickets will be available 
until May 2. 

TUESDAY, APRIL 1
Park Place Retirement Residence 
hosts a Spring Fashion Show today 
from 2.15 – 3.15 p.m., featuring the 2014 
spring fashions from Alia and TanJay. 
RSVP at 905-727-2952.

* * * * 
Eating Disorders of  York Region’s 
(EDOYR) Riverwalk Wellness Centres 
will host a free Stages of  Recovery 
Workshop for Family Members and 
Friends this evening from 7.15 – 
9.15 p.m. at 901 Rutherford Road (at 
Bathurst) at the Christian Community 
Church. Lead by Ingie Mehmet, the 
goal of  the workshop is to introduce 
the Stages of  Change Theory and help 
you learn about the components of  
change. For more information, email 
the EDOYR at info@edoyr.com or call 
905-886-6632.

THURSDAY, APRIL 3
Documentary Film Festival: Join 
fellow film buffs as the Aurora Public 
Library presents a different Canadian-
produced documentary on the big 
screen each week through October. 
This week’s film is Hatsumi (Alliance 
Films, 2012). This film tells the story of  
Nancy Hatsumi, a Japanese Canadian 
forced into an internment camp 
during WWII. All film screenings are 
free and begin at 7 p.m. in the Magna 
Room.

FRIDAY, APRIL 4
The Optimist Club of  Aurora hosts a 
Microbrewery Beer Tasting Evening 
tonight from 6 – 11 p.m. at the Aurora 
Cultural Centre. A limited number 
of  tickets are available for $20 at Rec 
Cycle (15483 Yonge Street) and Royal 
Lepage (14799 Yonge Street). The event 
will showcase eight microbreweries, a 
variety of  foods by local chefs, a silent 
auction and live entertainment by 
Willn’ Abel.

SATURDAY, APRIL 5
Magnetic Mayhem Makershop: Create 
your own personalized magnets to 
spice up your locker, desk or fridge. 
Drop in and stay as long as you’d 
like. The Aurora Public Library will 
provide the supplies; just bring your 
creativity! Free event: 10 – 11.30 a.m. 
Ages: 11-17. For more information, call 
905-727-9494 x280.

SUNDAY, APRIL 6
The Aurora Community Band 
presents its third annual spring 
concert A Season of  Inspiration. 
Enjoy exhilarating compositions and 
exciting theatrical themes performed 
by Aurora’s own Community 
Band. The concert will take place at 
Trinity Anglican Church, 79 Victoria 
Street, at 3 p.m. Tickets are $10 for 
adults, $5 for seniors and students, 
available at the door or by emailing 
auroracommunityband@gmail.com. 

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 9 
The Probus Club of  Aurora holds 

their monthly meeting today at the 
Royal Canadian Legion (105 Industrial 
Parkway North) between 10 a.m. 
and 12 noon. Come out and enjoy the 
company of  other retired and semi-
retired men and women in a social 
atmosphere as you listen to this 
month’s guest speaker, Eric Conroy. 
Eric will make a presentation on the 
restoration of  the ship S.S. Keewatin 
which is now a floating museum 
docked at Port McNicoll. For more 
information on our speaker, call 
Program Chair Cliff  White at 905-
841-2421. New members are welcome! 
To learn more about the club, contact 
Membership Chair Gary Gilbert at 
905-895-2849 or join at the meeting. 

THURSDAY, APRIL 10
Amnesty International writes letters 
on current human rights issues 
tonight at 7.30 p.m. at The Rectory, 
Trinity Anglican Church. 79 Victoria 
Street. All are welcome. For more 
information, call 905-713-6713.

APRIL 11 – APRIL 13
The Aurora Chamber of  Commerce 
will host the 2014 Aurora Chamber 
Home Show this weekend at the 
Aurora Community Centre. Doors 
open Friday from 4 p.m. – 9 p.m., 
Saturday from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., and 
Sunday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

THURSDAY, APRIL 17
Dr. G.W. Williams Secondary School 
will host a Spin-A-Thon today. 
Students will donate 80 per cent of  
all money taken in to the Canadian 
Tire Jumpstart Foundation. The 
other 20 per cent will go towards 
extracurriculars such as sports teams 
and clubs. 

FRIDAY, APRIL 25
The Aurora Cultural Centre, 22 Church 
Street, presents The Banjo Special 
with guest artists Arnie Naiman, 
Chris Coole, Chris Quinn, and Brian 
Taheny. Tickets are $25 in advance or 
$30 on the day of  the concert. For more 
information, call 905-713-1818 or visit 
www.auroraculturalcentre.ca. 

APRIL 25 – APRIL 26
The Aurora United Church Spring 
Rummage Sale will once again be held 
Friday at Saturday at the Yonge and 
Mosley Church. Friday, April 25 from 1 
p.m. – 8 p.m., individual prices. Saturday, 
April 26 from 9 a.m. – 12 p.m., bag sale. 
Sale items include clothes, linen, books, 
toys, and garage sale items. For more 
information, call 905-727-1935.

SATURDAY, APRIL 26
Write For Rights: Drop by the Aurora 
Public Library from 1 – 3 p.m. today and 
help Amnesty International support 
human rights around the world. For 
more information, call 905-713-6713.

SUNDAY, APRIL 27
Nature’s Emporium presents the 
Run or Walk for Southlake today at 
the Aurora Community Centre. The 
annual fundraiser features four routes 
and three speeds to choose from and 
for every $100 raised, you are entered to 
win a return trip for two from WestJet. 
For more information, visit www.
runforsouthlake.ca. 

SATURDAY, MAY 3
The 36th Annual Holland River & 
Community Cleanup will take place 
in Newmarket today from 8.30 a.m. to 
12 noon at the Newmarket Recreation 
Youth Centre and Sk8 Park (56 Charles 
Street). Preregistration is not required.

To submit your upcoming event to The Auroran, send your information in 100 words or 
less to letters@auroran.com with the subject line “Coming Event”
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OPENING  
MARCH 27TH 2014

Offering an Authentic Burrito, Quesadilla & Taco Bar for 
lunch and take out all day.

Bring the family and order off our sit down dinner menu 
in our fully licensed dining room.

AWARDED ONTARIO’S
BEsT FOOd TRuCk 

15380 BAYVIEW AVE.  (HOME dEPOT PLAZA)
www.gourmetgringos.com

H O G A N ’ S  I N N  •  1 2 9 9 8  K E E L E  S T.  K I N G  C I T Y  •  T H E  H U N T  P U B

H O U R S :  M o n . - T h u r s .  1 1 : 3 0 a m - 3 p m  /  5 p m - 1 0 p m
F r i .  1 1 : 3 0 a m - 3 p m  /  5 p m - 1 1 p m

S a t .  5 p m - 1 1 p m   S u n .  1 1 a m - 8 p m

Come In for a brand new culinary experience
at Hogan’s Inn under Executive Chef Magno 
Paulino, and meet Anna Elder and her team!

Call 905.833.5311 for Reservations

Hogan’s Inn
The Place You Want To Be!

Like us on Facebook

Live Bands:

•$5.00 Martinis
• Appetizer Specials

Thursday is
Ladies NightFriday, March 28th –

Billik
Saturday, March 29th –

6’ 5

Party at the Hunt Pub!

HUNT PUB HOURS: Tues.-Thurs. 4pm-11pm; Fri.-Sat. 4pm-2am

March is
the month of

Live Lobsterfest!
Broiled, Steamed, Thermidor,
Cajun, Stir Fry... Any Way You Like It!!!

130 Hollidge Blvd. • 905-727-6030

• Manicure 
• Spa Pedicure 
• Bio Gel 

• Solar Nails 
• UV Gel Nails 
• Acrylic 
• Air Brush Design

Walk-ins welcomeWellington St. E.

Hollidge Blvd.
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Victory over Halton is “cherry on top” of Atom Tigers’ dream season
By Jeff Doner

The Aurora Tigers atom AE rep team has finished off  a 
dream season, defeating Halton Hills in four games to take 
sole possession of  the OMHA atom AE championship title.

After winning multiple tournaments and games 
throughout the season, the championship win is the cherry 
on the top of  a great season for the young squad.

“I was proud for the boys and proud for the parents,” said 
team manager Rommel. “They all came together as a team 
from the start of  the season. They were all picked back in 
May of  2013 and this gives such a sense of  accomplishment 
for the kids. They have worked hard all year.”

In order to get to the finals, the Tigers first had to dispatch 
some other formidable opponents from Richmond Hill, 
Newmarket and Clarington.

In the best of  five series final with Halton Hills, things 
didn’t start off  as planned, as the Tigers lost the opener by 
a score of  4 – 3.

But, their determination and resiliency came through 
and the Tigers bit back for a dominant performance in 
Game Two.

Riley Pearl, George Rappos Jr., Ryan Weeks, Jordan 
Dimatulac, Kurtis Gipp and Lucas DePalma each scored a 
goal in the 6 – 0 win, while Ben Charette notched the shutout 
in goal for the Tigers to tie the series up.

Game Three was back home in Aurora and the Tigers 
made sure to keep the momentum from Game Two.

Weeks scored two goals, while DePalma, Ryan Dunbar, 
Dimatulac and Rappos Jr. added goals in a 6 – 1 win. This 
time it was Gianluca Pannozzo, who registered the win in 
net for the Tigers.

In fact, Rommel said his goalies were solid all season 
long, as they combined for 18 shutouts.

Then, up two games to one in the series, the Tigers 
headed back to Halton Hills for game four with the chance 
of  nailing down the championship.

It was a back and forth game, but Halton took a 1 – 0 lead 
just 14 seconds into the first period. However, the Tigers 
responded before the end of  the first frame, with Tyler Cox 
scoring the equalizer.

Halton Hills took the lead again in the second period and 
held that lead before Riley Pearl tied the game at 2 – 2 in the 
third period. 

With neither team able to score the winning goal in 

the final minutes, the game was sent into sudden death 
overtime.

Providing the heroics in overtime was George Rappos, 
Jr., who notched the championship winning goal at 4.24 in 
overtime.

“They worked their butts off  and were completely 
exhausted,” Rommel said. “They really left everything out 
on the ice and were ecstatic and very excited when 
that final goal went in and they realized all that hard 
work paid off  to become champions.”

The team also praised their opponent for putting 
up a good fight in game four and not giving up.

“We played a really tough team in that one. They 
came out to win. Their backs were against the wall, 
really, and they came out hard to win.”

The team added the OMHA championship to 
their Motown Cup win in Detroit in September 
and their International Silver Stick qualifier win in 
December.

“It was an overwhelmingly successful season 
from the start and it was just the icing on the cake to 
take this home,” the manager added.

Mental health: coming to a high school 
parking lot near you

By Brock Weir

Suicide is the second-leading cause 
of  death for young Canadians between 
the ages of  15 and 34, and the Canadian 
Mental Health Association wants to be 
there for teens when they need them – and 
on their own terms. 

As doctors from across Ontario prepare 
to hit the ice next weekend for the DOCS 
on Ice Tournament, which will bring over 
900 doctors to both Aurora and Newmarket 
for the three day event, all proceeds raised 
in the event – a goal of  $200,001 – will be 
funnelled into a “pioneering” new venture 
for the organization, which serves York 
Region and South Simcoe. 

“We are going to be launching one of  
Canada’s first mobile mental health clinics 
for youth,” says Rebecca Shields, CEO of  
the Canadian Mental Health Association 
(CMHA) of  York Region, of  what they 
aim to do with the money raised. “We are 
thrilled at this opportunity. [Our Goal] is 
to work with our partners to ensure that 
all youth are prepared to take care of  
their mental health, know where to go for 
support, and have rapid access to services 
for their mental illness.”

The CMHA is working with school 
boards and other community partners 
to make the concept work, based 
on similar models undertaken at 
Covenant House Vancouver with their  
drop-in psychiatry model, as  
well as Calgary’s “Alex” bus, which 
provides support for teens. 

“Think about it as a rock band tour bus 
wrapped in graffiti,” says Ms. Shields. “It 
might sit at a mall 
one evening or 
outside a school 
late one afternoon 
or evening, and 
in different spots 
across York 
Region, and South 
Simcoe. We know 
youth need to 
be able to access 
support services 
when they are 
ready in a way that 
is tailored to them 
and without any 
barriers for them 
to get there.

“In the first 
seven months, The 
Alex bus had 1,700 
kids come to it 
so that is a really 
great indicator [of  
the need]. There 
are incredible 
gaps in service, 
especially for 
people in the north. 
There is no way to 
get these services, 
especially if  they 
are kids. How are 
they going to get 
there? What if  
they are afraid to 
tell their parents? 
Transit is horrible 
and they often 
suffer and their 

lives are at stake.”
Collaborating on this new initiative for 

the York Region and South Simcoe areas 
are the Ontario Shores Mental Health 
Centre, which is the CMHA’s research 
partner, as well as York University in 
developing the model. They are also being 
“innovative and responsive” in developing 
technology like mobile apps and social 
media methods not only to connect with 
people, but provide ways in which young 
people can know where to actually find 
the services. 

“Teens will just be able to walk in 
and meet with people from a multi-
disciplinary team,” says Ms. Shields. 
“We will have psychiatry, nursing, peer 
workers, social workers and a variety of  
people on the bus they can have access to 
right away, no appointments necessary. 
Support is there. There is no judgement.”

Asked for her pitch to potential youth, 
Ms. Shields says, “You don’t have to 
feel bad. Support is there. There is no 
judgement. Come check it out and see if  
it works for you. You don’t have to make 
an appointment. You can just come and 
see if  it is right for you. We are there with 
your peers to make it as comfortable for 
you to receive the services that matter to 
you – and it is a confidential service.”

The CMHA hopes to have the bus on 
the road, visiting area high schools and 
malls, as early as this fall. 

DOCS on Ice will take place at the 
Stronach Aurora Recreation Complex 
and Newmarket’s Magna Centre April 
3 – 5. For more information, visit  
docsonice.ca.

(Standing) Alex Morra, George Rappos, Jr., Kurtis 
Gipp, Rory Callaghan, Ryan Fowler, Luka Rodrigues, 
Ryan Weeks, Lucas DePalma, (Middle) Riley Pearl, 
Hunor Kristof, Ryan Dunbar, Jordan Dimatulac, Tyler 
Cox, (Sitting) Nicholas Petinarelis, Max McConkey, 
(Goalies) Gianluca Pannozzo and Ben Charette. 

Submitted photo
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Mon - Fri - 10 - 6
Sat 10 - 5 
Sun 12 - 4

HOURS

All major credit cards accepted

 
15570 Yonge Street 

Aurora, On

The Light Spot

(905) 727-7347

Lampshades, Repairs & we can arrange for installation

 

Aurora’s # 1 Lighting Store

of styles to choose from!
with 100’s 

100’s of
LIGHTING 
IDEAS

www.thelightspot.ca

Toronto Watercolour Society 
Spring Aquavision Exhibit & Sale 

March 19 to April 26, 2014 
Meet the Artists 7-9 pm Thursday March 27

Walk & Talk by Margaret Roseman 2-3 pm, Wed. April 2 

Aurora Cultural Centre 
22 Church St., Aurora 
905-713-1818
http://auroraculturalcentre.ca/art www.torontowatercoloursociety.com

Gallery Hours 10am–4pm 
Tuesday to Saturday
ALL WELCOME 

COMPLETE ACCOUNTING & TAX SERVICES

      UMBERSALUE BEYOND

Brian RobertsKathy van Nostrand 

Helping Business & 
Individuals minimize taxes 

for over 30 Years

144 WELLINGTON STREET EAST
905.727.8046

kathy@kvncga.ca brian@kvncga.ca
CGA CGA,LPA

CERTIFIED GENERAL ACCOUNTANTS

2014 SPA SALE
The 2014 models are in, 

75 Mary Street 
AURORA 

905-713-2317

213-225
The Queensway 

Unit 4, Riveredge Plaza 
KESWICK 

905-535-2317

www.backyardpoolandspa.ca

Package 
On All Spas 

$

$1
Accessory 

99
 BACKYARD POOL & SPA COMPANY 

THE BACKYARD POOL & SPA COMPANY LTD.

Reg Price  999

Water Softening, Purification, 
Filtration & Steralization Units

Tel: 905-727-6401
www.nyhp.on.ca

8 Industrial Pkwy. S.
Aurora, Ontario

Ballard will be on the ballot for the Ontario Liberals in next Provincial election
By Brock Weir

Newmarket-Aurora’s Ontario Liberal banner will be 
carried by Councillor Chris Ballard in the next provincial 
election.

Councillor Ballard was acclaimed as the riding’s Liberal 
candidate at a meeting held last Wednesday night at the 
Aurora Cultural Centre. 

Attended by the riding’s previous Liberal candidate 
Christina Bisanz, former MPP Greg Sorbara, and 
incumbent Vaughan MPP Steven Del Duca, Councillor 
Ballard was hailed for his “energy” at the meeting, which 
turned into a rallying cry for the party faithful to ensure 
Newmarket-Aurora turns “red” when Ontarians go to the 
polls. 

“Chris is someone who has dedicated so much of  his 
time and energy to making sure this community and the 
broader community across York Region and beyond is 
stronger,” said Mr. Del Duca. “Whether it is in his service 
in municipal council, or a lot of  the other work he has 
undertaken from environmental initiatives to the whole 
broad spectrum of  the work he has done throughout his 
career, he is someone who will bring a very strong voice to 
Queen’s Park.”

Colleagues spoke of  their time working with Councillor 
Ballard on a number of  initiatives, including non-partisan 
work for consumer advocacy, and told him his voice, which 
will come with a municipal perspective, will be a valuable 
asset in Toronto. 

“You have done great in the community thus far and it is 
time to kick it up a notch and take on [the issues] not only 
of  the people in Newmarket-Aurora, but also Ontario,” said 
Mr. Sorbara. 

It was a challenge Councillor Ballard said he was only 
too eager to take up. 

“I grew up in a house where if  you didn’t like something, 
you worked to change it,” said Councillor Ballard. “Whining 
was not an option. My parents made it seem absolutely 
normal to get involved if  you saw an injustice and wanted 
to change it. There was no sitting on the sidelines and it was 
your duty to get involved.”

He cited his grandfather, a former Tory who campaigned 
during the Depression for what was then the CCF, but also 
the influences of  his parents. His father, who worked in 
the aviation industry became a union leader to “improve 
the lot” of  his fellow workers, while his mother, who was 

a secretary at the same plant, faced bias against women in 
the workplace head-on. 

By the mid-1950s, the family had settled in King City 
where he was brought up as a “middle class guy with small 
town values.”

“My parents taught me that government has a central 
role to play in ensuring the quality of  our lives,” said 
Councillor Ballard. “Government is not an afterthought; 
it is central to making sure no one is left behind. I am a 
product of  parents and grandparents who fought 
for social justice, sometimes against overwhelming 
odds. My parents taught me it is not whether you 
win or lose, you must simply try to do what you 
think is right. 

“I have tried to do that as an Aurora Councillor. 
That often gets me in hot water, but I can sleep at 
night.”

Looking ahead to the campaign, which could get 
underway as early as April, Councillor Ballard said 
his work as an entrepreneur with his wife, Audrey, 
has lead him to the belief  governments need to be 
“well managed, accountable” and able to provide 
a “secure future for all of  its residents through 
pensions, health care, education,” and providing 
for seniors and infrastructure. 

“I believe Ontario is capable of  big things but we 
are not going to get there by slashing and cutting 
support to people, communities and businesses,” 
he concluded. Urging the audience to lace up and 
knock on doors – and open their wallets – to help 
turn Newmarket-Aurora into a Liberal riding, guest 
speakers wasted no time in outlining a game plan. 

PC leader Tim Hudak’s party can do whatever 
they can, wherever they can, to “find increasingly 
creative ways to try and divide Ontario, Ontarians 
and to fear monger and scare people,” said Mr. 
Del Duca, addressing what he described as “fear 
mongering” targeted at York Region seniors to feel 
the Liberal government’s efforts to “build upon and 
expand programming is something they should be 
afraid of.” (For the PC’s counterpoint, see over.)

“Notwithstanding all of  that noise that particular 
caucus and party puts out, there is good news for us 
as progressive Ontarians, there is good news for us 
as Ontario Liberals,” he said. “We have seen this 
movie before. We have seen them try this. They 

tried it in 2003. They took it to the people of  Ontario under 
different leadership and were resoundingly rejected. They 
took it out again in 2007 and 2011 and were rejected again.

“The good news for us is whenever the election happens 
to roll around again, I have no doubt they will continue to 
peddle that same approach dividing one part of  Ontario 
against another and trying to scare people into voting for 
their reckless agenda, and I have no doubt they will once 
again be rejected by the people of  Ontario.”

Klees passes Progressive Conservative torch to 
Newmarket’s Jane Twinney

By Brock Weir

Frank Klees has officially passed Newmarket-
Aurora’s Progressive Conservative baton to Jane 
Twinney.

Ms. Twinney, who serves as Councillor for 
Newmarket’s Ward 1, was formally acclaimed as the 
riding’s Progressive Conservative candidate for the 
forthcoming Provincial election at a meeting at The 
Mansion on Thursday night.

It was the end of  a dramatic nomination race which 
saw Councillor Twinney square off  against fellow 
Newmarket Councillor Maddie di Muccio and long-time 
Conservative advocate (and Auroran columnist Stephen 
Somerville) for the party’s banner.

Last month, Councillor di Muccio’s application to 
seek the nomination was controversially rejected by the 
Party and, later, Mr. Somerville bowed out of  the race 
citing threats to himself  and his family.

All of  that was put aside last week, however, as 
supporters saluted Councillor Twinney for her ability to 
engage the community. 

“I found her to be very approachable and a very good 
listener,” said Newmarket resident Diane Wood who 
lives in Councillor Twinney’s ward. “With Jane, I have 
found there is no beating around the bush. She has 
always addressed my concerns with diplomacy. She has 
never put down anybody that is involved in a situation 
and is willing to have kind words about everybody and 
unwilling to get involved in burning bridges.”

Similar sentiments were expressed by fellow 
Newmarket resident Mike Smith, a long-time volunteer 
who said he doesn’t necessarily subscribe to any political 
stripe. When he thinks about people he wants to lead in 
Newmarket-Aurora, he looks for someone who will not 
only lead in legislation, but also someone who will lead 
from the “grassroots.”

“When I think about someone I want to represent 
me, and you, in our community I want somebody 
who is connected to our community, someone who 
is approachable, understands our local issues, and 
someone who also thinks in the big picture and is a 
relationship builder,” he said. Before he invited her to 
come up on stage to address her supporters, Mr. Klees 
said the evening was “bittersweet” and thanked the PC 
crowd for their support over the last nearly 19 years. 
Recalling the day he first walked into the Legislature, he 
recalled the journey it took to get him that far and paid 
tribute to his parents for instilling in him the values that 
you can do anything you set your mind to. 

“We have so much to be thankful for,” he said. “It 
came to the point where it was time to pass the torch onto 
someone else who has the energy and shares the same 
values, it would have to be someone of  whom I can be 
proud. When I got the phone call from Jane that evening 

[that she wanted to run, that] was great news to me. 
“I have been observing Jane over time, I saw her 

engagement in the community, I saw her commitment to 
hard work and dedication, her desire to make life better 
for all people. I saw her commitment to our party, her 
dedication to our campaigns and I observed her as she 
engaged with people. [She] is the kind of  person I am so 
proud will carry on in Newmarket-Aurora and I believe 
she will have a tremendous career as someone who will 
make a difference in people’s lives in our community.”

Returning the compliment, Councillor Twinney said 
she had “big shoes to fill”, adding she would not disappoint 
him or the residents of  Aurora and Newmarket. 

“I have made a commitment to carrying on that 
legacy and continuing to get things done for the people 
of  Newmarket and Aurora,” she said. “My experience as 
an elected official has given me a good understanding of  
how government works and how policies and legislation 
impact those living in Newmarket and Aurora. Of  
course, there will be things to learn at Queen’s Park, but 
the foundation has been made locally and I promise to 
continue the representation that residents are used to 
and deserve. 

“My record at the municipal level espouses my 
conservative values. I have voted against budgets when 
taxes were not kept under specified target amounts set 
by my council; that included a vote against a tax levy I 
didn’t feel had the opportunity to go through proper 
consultation. 

“I believe in the PC platform and it is the only 
party that can get Ontario back on track. My Ontario 
is one that will have well-paying skilled jobs and will 
help our students train for those jobs. My Ontario will 
ensure our most vulnerable don’t pay the price for the 
mismanagement of  the Liberal government.”

This mismanagement, she said, ranges from the 
cancellations of  the gas plants and controversy swirling 
around files such as the ORNGE Air Ambulance. At 
the end of  the day, the most vulnerable will take a hit 
and, she argued, those vulnerable are seniors. 

“I sat on a panel with our MPP Frank Klees 
with respect to alternative 
community living centres 
for seniors and people 
with disabilities who are 
facing cutbacks from the 
government,” she said. “Their 
stories are heart-wrenching 
and it is very upsetting to see 
that the most vulnerable are the 
ones who are facing cutbacks 
first. When billions can be 
wasted through scandals…now 
it is the seniors who are paying 
for this through cuts.”
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Arts & Culture
Theatre Aurora explores complex memories, closing season with “That Summer”

By Brock Weir

If  someone asked you what you were 
doing exactly one year ago today, what 
would you answer?

Would you remember what you wore, 
who you talked to, what you read and what 
you ate? Would you remember if  it was 
sunny or cloudy?

You would probably have a vague idea, 
and be able to provide an answer, but you 
would probably end up second guessing 
yourself. 

What if  one year ago today you 
experienced a traumatic event? Chances 
are your memories would be crystal clear.  
This was the mindset director Sergio 
Calderon asked his actors to harbour when 
he introduced them to characters in David 
French’s play “That Summer”, which 
opens this Friday at Theatre Aurora. 

“That Summer” follows Margaret as she 
takes a difficult journey back to a lakeside 
resort she went to as a young woman with 
her family. According to Mr. Calderon, 
her time there as a youth was a “time of  
awakening and discovery”, and an idyll 
which came crashing down on a single day. 

“One of  my favourite quotations from 
the play is, ‘Besides, there are some things 
in your life you simply never forget. Ever,’” 
says Mr. Calderon. “That was a starting 
point for me as a director to explore this 
notion of  memory.

“When I read a script, I have to be able 
to visualise it on stage from a start. If  I 
can’t picture even partial scenes or how it 
comes to life, I typically walk away from 
the project. When I was reading this, I 
could instantly start seeing in my mind 
the images I wanted to develop to tell the 
story, and it is the strong, vivid images the 
author gave me to work with.”

“That Summer” closes the 2013-2014 
Theatre Aurora season, but when the 
venerable local theatre company began 
laying the groundwork for the season 

program, this play ultimately became its 
cornerstone. Organizers planned a season 
of  plays and musicals focused on people 
making decisions and how those decisions 
ultimately impact your life. 

As David French’s words came to life 
in Mr. Calderon’s head, he came up with a 
game plan. Memories, he said, often gain 
a certain haze over time and he wanted 
this to be reflected on stage through lights 
and props. Things come out of  the gate 
muted and blurred, “as fleeting memories 
would”, he said, but as they get closer 
to the singular event that had such an 
impact on Margaret’s life, the set becomes 
sharper and more vivid. 

“This is a coming of  age story that 
takes place in cottage country during the 
summer,” he says. “Coming out of  a long 
winter, who doesn’t have fond memories 
of  the summer? That struck me as a 
universal experience, but what really 

struck me was the artistic challenge to 
develop and explore this idea of  memory. 

“If  I were to ask you what you were 
doing exactly one year ago, you could 
potentially come up with some vague 
memories, but nothing would be clear 
and vivid. If  I pose the question around 
a tragic event, you would likely be able to 
tell me in detail everything about that day, 
what time you woke up, how the air felt 
on your skin, the people that surrounded 
you. Somehow it becomes ingrained into 
your memory and it becomes such an 
important part of  your life you never 
forget.”

As the crew worked behind the 
scenes to make this transition between 
vague and vivid memories come to life, 
Mr. Calderon had one further request 
for them, something he describes as 
“insanity”, namely building a lake on the 
Theatre Aurora stage. 

It’s a small pool, but it serves a very 
important purpose, he says. Throughout 
the play, everyone has a chance to interact 
with the water in some way. Sometimes it 

is just a splash, but it ultimately becomes a 
point of  catharsis, something he predicts 
will be experienced differently by every 
audience member. 

“There is a deeper sense of  letting go 
of  the past and forgiving yourself  of  the 
past,” he says. “For all the decisions you 
feel may have affected your life negatively 
or caused pain, there should be that sense 
that it is okay, and it is okay to forgive 
yourself. You need to move on because 
there is a future that can always be bright 
and good. 

“We offer the idea that all those 
decisions and those memories make 
who you are, and how you treat that and 
move forward from that point is what will 
continue to make you the person you were 
meant to be.”

The curtain rises on “That Summer” 
this Friday, March 28 and runs through 
Sunday, April 13. For show times and ticket 
information, visit www.theatreauroran.
com or call 905-727-3669. Theatre Aurora is 
located at 150 Henderson Drive. 

Gourmet Gringos take Aurora by storm
By Brock Weir

It’s not every day someone shows up at 
your door with a truck bearing tacos, but 
that is just what happened in a number of  
Aurora locations last week as the Gourmet 
Gringos came into town. 

The Gourmet Gringos, the brainchild 
of  an Aurora couple, started life as a wildly 
successful food truck serving authentic 
Latin cuisine in two Toronto locations. But, 
as they started to look for new concepts 
to share their flavours, they turned their 
attentions closer to home. 

“This will be our first concept store, 
and it is a new concept in restaurants,” 
explains co-founder Krystian Catala. “It 
is takeout at lunch and then at 5 p.m. it 
converts to a whole sit-down restaurant. We 
take our menu, add starters, main courses, 

and cover a full dinner menu. If  you want 
anything from the dinner menu, you have 
to sit down and eat it at the restaurant.

Catala, who originally hails from 
Ecuador, was born to an Argentinian 
father and an Ecuadorian mother, and has 
used these influences, as well as experience 
from his travels throughout South and 
Central America, to enhance their cuisine. 

Empanadas of  Argentina are a big hit, 
and one of  the main inspirations behind 
opening up a food truck in the first place. 

“We decided to open up a food truck 
in June of  2012 to bring good Latin and 
Mexican food to Toronto,” he says. “There 
are people who do tacos, but we decided to 
do empanadas and a bunch of  other stuff. 
Soon there was a lot of  hype. Catering 

Gourmet Gringos was co-founded by Aurora resident Krystian, who served up samples this week 
with chef Angel.                                      Auroran photo by Brock Weir
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A highlight of Theatre Aurora’s 2013 
– 2014 season was the experimental 
musical Songs for a New World, featur-
ing Mayla Fiona and Sergio Calderon, 
above. In “This Summer”, the final play 
of the season, Mr. Calderon returns to 
the director’s chair. 
                Auroran photo by David Falconer
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Patrick M. Gaffney

Spring is here, but winter doesn’t 
seem to have received the message. 

Everywhere I go, people are 
complaining about the winter that 
won’t end. Let us all hope that the 
weather will be truly spring-like by 
the time the Farmers’ Market opens 
outdoors in May.

We, at the Aurora Farmers’ Market and 
Artisan Fair, would like to congratulate one of  
our chef  vendors, Andrew Evans, of  Cookery 
Catering, on his recent award. As reported in 
this paper last week, Andrew was named one of  
the Ontario Hostelry Institute’s Top 30 Under 30 
for 2014. 

This award is very prestigious and is open 
to a wide variety of  jobs within the hospitality 
industry. We are very proud of  Andrew and his 
accomplishments and are delighted that he and 
Mat will be returning to the Market this season.

The final person who is new to the Indoor 
Market whom I’d like you to meet is artist Miriam 
Leiher. Although born in Toronto, she has lived 
in Aurora for many years with her husband and 
family. She studied Illustration Design at Seneca 
College in the 90s, graduated but didn’t pursue 
her artist’s dream at that time. 

Recently, however, she found time to work 
on her art. She was introduced to the Farmers’ 
Market last year and decided to become a part 
of  this community right in her backyard. This 
was a perfect venue to showcase her unique art 
pieces made from reclaimed wood. 

She calls her collection, “Catch My Drift”, a 
name chosen by her husband. Her pieces are 
varied and range from a chair repurposed into a 
work of  art, to candles made from fallen cedars 
found at the family cottage. 

Miriam will be at the final Indoor Market of  
the season this Saturday, March 29 at the Aurora 
Cultural Centre from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. 

She also has a show at the Skylight Gallery in 
Aurora in May with her daughter Gabrielle, who 
is also an artist.

Making their first appearance of  the season 
at the Indoor Market will be Shirley and George 
Wiedemeyer of  Nature’s Rainbow. 

They will be bringing their plant seeds in time 
for spring planting. 

As most of  you know, they specialise in 
heirloom seeds. They have researched extensively 

for rare organically grown heirloom 
vegetable seeds which include beans, 
beets, carrots, cucumbers, kale 
kohlrabi, lettuce, melons, radish, 
spinach, squash, Swiss chard, 
turnips and watermelon. 

Their seed collection contains 
those which can be planted directly in the 
garden and others which should be sown after 
the danger of  frost has ended. 

They also have an extensive collection of  
rare flowering vines which are easy to grow 
and produce masses of  colourful flowers from 
summer through to the fall.

Plan on stopping by the Wiedemeyer’s 
booth this Saturday to discuss your spring 
planting plans and needs with these two very 
knowledgeable gardeners.

The following are the vendors who will be 
present at the last Indoor Market of  the season: 
Sassy Chameleon, Pioneer Brand Honey, Designs 
by Eva, Nutmeg Catering, Rustic Breads, Kind 
Organics, Snowden Farm, Catharina’s Kitchen, 
Toscana Bakery, Projet Christina Marie (John 
Abraham), Jan’s Country Pantry, Green River 
Coffee, 19th Avenue Farm, Green Leaf  Designs, 
Kibo Natural Body Care, Sasha’s Sweets, 
Eurasia Jewelry, Heartsease, Oakridge’s Finest, 
Crown Valley Bakery, Nature’s Rainbow, Dos 
Mariachi, Rob’s Good Foods, Limitless Jewelry, 
BF Bakers( Bagel Flame), Robert Pow, Sugarie 
Dust(cupcakes), Catch My Drift, and The Bears 
Den. 

Please keep in mind that there may be 
last minute cancellations due to unforeseen 
circumstances, but as this goes to press, these 
vendors have confirmed their attendance.

We at the Aurora Farmers’ Market and 
Artisan Fair are eagerly looking forward to 
our 2014 outdoor season. We are planning a 
very special opening day where we will focus 
on the serious issues facing our honey bees and 
other pollinators due to their exposure to the 
dust contained in neonicotinoids (insecticides) 
during planting. 

We need to examine solutions to this growing 
problem that is decimating our honey bee 
population because what affects the health of  
our pollinators will soon affect the health of  our 
food crops. 

See you at the Indoor Market!

MARKET
MUSINGS

Jan Freedman

Municipalities will begin York U courtship in April

Restaurant puts new spin  
on popular food truck

Tigers, Cougars bring out  
the claws in Game 7

Cobourg got on the board first, but it was Warren who provided 
some timely heroics for the Tigers by tying the game at 1 – 1 in the 
first period.

Just four minutes into the second, captain Robert Angiolella 
gave the Tigers their first lead since Game Three. It was short-lived 
as Cobourg again tied things up before the third period.

As the game wore on, Warren was again the one who broke 
through for the Tigers when he scored an unassisted goal at 11:46 
to give his team a 3 – 2 lead.

Defenceman Mihkel Poldma scored the insurance goal with just 
under three minutes left to help deliver a 4 – 2 win for the Tigers 
and send the series back to Aurora for game seven on Tuesday 
evening.

“We played the best hockey of  the year,” said Warren. “We had 
every single player buying into the team game plan and Entmaa 
played an amazing game, making the huge game changing saves, 
especially in the third period. But that’s what it took to win game 
six.”

As The Auroran went to press, the Tigers were due to hit the ice 
in Game Seven.have a major post secondary institution; so the 

demand and need are definitely there. 
Economic development polls have shown 

that having a higher-level educational facility 
would be very beneficial. Lindeblom says it 
attracts investment, branding and reputation 
of  surrounding municipalities. 

To date, York University has been the only 
major school that has stepped up and shown 
interest in the Region, but considering other 
schools is not out of  the question. 

The York University Development 
Corporation told The Auroran that they are 
the closest institution to York’s municipalities 
and it would make sense for them. Expansion 
wouldn’t create any competition with others 
and would make the most sense to create a 
campus north of  the current Keele and Steeles 
location. 

There is no word yet on what the term 
“expansion campus” would mean in terms 
of  size or capacity, but when proposals begin 
more information will become available to the 
public. 

Mr. Lindeblom has heard from the Province 
that they want to place the facilities and 
developments in the right places. He says he 
believes that the municipalities of  York are 
perfect, as cities like Aurora have the growth 
and demand necessary to help them strive.

The location of  the York University 
expansion would be determined further down 
the line, he adds.

The question of  where will to be answered 
by the Province as it says it will need to work 
under their own development plans as well. 

Representatives from each municipality, 
including Mayor Dawe and his office will 
present proposals and suggestions to help 
the Ontario and York University reach their 
final assessment. Lindebom says the timing is 
perfect, as research and polls suggest that the 
demand is anticipated to grow even higher in 
the next two years and continue for another 20. 

The Province’s plans have hinted at the 
expansions being built within the next three to 
four years. 

Until that time, the Ontario Government will 
soon set dates for proposals from Aurora and 
surrounding municipalities. 

was busy. We had two mobile 
locations at the Metro Toronto 
Convention Centre and the 
International Centre and the 
demand was there. 

“People on Twitter and 
Facebook asked whether 
we would be coming up to 
Aurora, Richmond Hill or 
Newmarket and it was really 
overwhelming. I wished we 
could be there all the time, but 
the food truck wasn’t really 
feasible outside of  Toronto, 
serving lunch in Aurora 
or King City. A standalone 
location where people could 
come in for lunch or dinner 
would be a better model for the 
suburbs and so we brought the 
brand up here because my wife 
was born and raised in Aurora 
for her whole life, we bought 
our house up here, my son was 
born here, and I am an Auroran 
at heart.”

Their eye-catching orange 
and black food truck turned 
heads as it drove into the heart 

of  Aurora to begin a two day 
awareness campaign within 
the community, before setting 
up shop in their new location 
in the Home Depot plaza 
just north of  Bayview and 
Wellington. 

Their first stop was the 
Neighbourhood Network 
offices on Yonge Street where 
people, including Mayor 
Geoffrey Dawe and Councillor 
John Abel sampled what they 
had to offer. From there, the 
food truck stopped at plazas, 
banks, business offices, and 
factories to spread the word 
and fill some stomachs. 

“It is about quality, freshness, 
and authenticity of  what we 
serve,” says Kristian. “We use 
local ingredients and we use 
sustainable products as well. 
We have hired two renowned 
Toronto chefs to head up 
Aurora and take the reins of  
the entire cooking and menu 
development and we will have 
totally new items we have not 
offered to anybody, and it is a 
complete first for the Gringos.”
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Magna International 

Calling all Cancer Fighters –  
We need your support.  

Register today! 
   (905) 830-0447 ext. 3833 
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Brooke Calderone, Jenny Hong, Dave Allen, Mayor Geoffrey Dawe, Laurie Lay-
kish, manager Andrea Ragazzon, and Tina Fiuremella celebrated the grand opening 
of Sports Clips in Aurora last week. The barbershop, which is located in the Home De-
pot Plaza, specializes in cuts for men and boys and combines the modern perks of mas-
sage chairs and flat screen TVs with the old fashioned tradition of hot steamed towels. 

Auroran photo  
by David Falconer
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Federal Conservatives select Menegakis as candidate for new Aurora riding
By Brock Weir

As local political eyes turned to the Provincial 
scene as Newmarket-Aurora decided its Liberal 
and PC candidates, another political acclamation, 
this time at the Federal level, took place under the 
radar.

Richmond Hill MP Costas Menegakis was 
acclaimed last week as the Conservative Party’s 
candidate for the newly created Federal riding of  
Aurora-Oak Ridges-Richmond Hill, which will 
come into effect in the next Federal election in 2015. 

Mr. Menegakis declared his candidacy last fall 
after redrawn electoral maps, which will split 
Aurora into two Federal ridings at Wellington 
Street, were given formal 
approval. He went through 
the race unchallenged and 
the window for opposing 
candidates closed on 
Thursday. 

“I am really looking 
forward to 2015 now,” 
Mr. Menegakis told The 
Auroran. “I was fortunate 
enough to get the support 
of  the membership in 
the new riding and I am 
humbled and excited at the 
same time. In this game, 
you don’t take any chances 
and I actually ran my 
nomination campaign as 
if  I was being challenged 
because you never know.”

Last fall, Mr. Menegakis, 
then a resident of  
Unionville, was preparing 
to make a big move into 
the new boundaries. Since 
then, he has settled at Lake 
Wilcox in the north end of  Oak 
Ridges, and he says he is now ready to get down to 
business. 

“I am very riding-centric,” he says. “I take my 
work in Ottawa very seriously, but I deeply value my 
work back in the riding. My goal is to be accessible, 
to be out there, to listen to my constituents and 
represent them in the best way possible. That is 
what I have tried to do in the last three years after 
being elected in Richmond Hill.”

Making himself  better known within Aurora, he 
says, is one of  his foremost goals at the moment. 
He says he wants to “reach out” to Aurorans, tell 
the community what he stands for, and also find 
out what issues matter to them. He met with Mayor 
Geoffrey Dawe last fall to discuss issues at the 

municipal level and now he wants to take things 
down to the voters.

“Governing is a collaborative effort and I have 
always believed that,” he says. “Irrespective of  
political party colours, once you are in office, you 
have a responsibility to work with everyone for the 
good of  your constituents and the neighbours you 
represent.”

This outreach has already started to happen. 
This month, he held a coffee session with his 
current constituents, and potential constituents 
up to Wellington Street, also showed up to hear 
what he had to say, and also tell them what was 
on their minds. Among their chief  concerns were 
cutbacks to Canada Post, as well as transportation 

challenges, he says. 
“Even though 

transportation is a 
provincial issue, there 
is the requirement for 
infrastructure funding,” 
he says. “I think once the 
budgets are balanced, 
we can put together a 
comprehensive, cohesive 
proposal. I think we can 
present a pretty strong 
case that we need some 
infrastructure funding to 
improve transportation in 
the riding. 

Once the Federal budget 
is balanced, Mr. Menegakis 
says the government can then 
focus on “big ticket” items 
such as working with the 
province for transportation 
solutions. Asked whether 
he would support a National 
Transit Strategy, something 

that has been a perennial 
discussion point in this part 

of  Ontario, he said he is in agreement with York 
Region mayors about the need. 

“Aurora is a municipality that is growing by 
leaps and bounds and there are needs,” he says. 

Also vying to represent residents in the new 
riding of  Aurora-Oak Ridges-Richmond Hill is 
Jason Cherniak, who is seeking the Federal Liberal 
party nomination. A formal nomination date has 
not yet been set by the party. 

Aurora residents living on the north side of  
Wellington Street or above will continue to vote in 
the riding of  Newmarket-Aurora. Incumbent MP 
Lois Brown has said she will seek re-election once 
again in the riding, while Kyle Peterson is seeking 
the Liberal nomination. 

Costas Menegakis

 
 

MEDIA RELEASE 
 

2014 Magna Wild Wild West Hoedown 
Announced!  

 
 
AURORA, ON – March 17, 2014 
 
The 2014 Hoedown will take place on Saturday, September 13 on the Magna International 
campus in Aurora under the largest tent in the country. The event will run from 5:00 p.m. to 
midnight – rain or shine – and features a full night of musical entertainment, a Texas-style BBQ 
dinner, cash bar and Prospector’s Raffle.   
 
The Hoedown started out as a backyard BBQ fundraiser at the Stronach family farm in Aurora 
and has since become York Region’s largest annual community fundraiser, organized and 
funded by Magna International Inc., generating proceeds of more than $8 million for local 
community groups during its 25-year history.   
 
Each year, a number of charities, not-for-profits and community groups are selected as 
recipients of the Hoedown proceeds. Applications for groups to apply to be recipients of this 
year’s proceeds will be available at noon on Wednesday March 19,, 2014 and are due by 4:00 
pm on Friday, April 11, 2014. Applications and event information are available on 
www.hoedown.ca. 
 
 
Contact:  John Crowell  
  Magna International Inc. 

Tel: (905) 726-7132  
Email: john.crowell@magna.com 

 

PUBLIC RELEASE
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Deadline: Monday 1 p.m. week of publication.        905-727-3300    Monday – Friday 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 

 

CLASSIFIEDS

ONE OF NORTH 
AMERICA’S LARGEST 
financial services 
companies is rapidly 
expanding in this area. 
If  you desire a dynamic 
career with excellent  
income potential, call Ruth 
Greaves at 1-888-240-4767.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

FASTEST GROWING 
COMPANY in the history 
of  relationship marketing. 
$100 Million our first 
year in one country one 
product. Be one of  the 
first in Canada. Interested!  
Call 905-503-2770

BUSINESS SERVICES
BUSINESS SERVICES

EUROPEAN 
CLEANING LADY 

Lots of  experience  
and references. 

Call: 416-434-6229 

HELP WANTED

NOT 
EVERYONE

needs your services 

all the time, 

but, 

it you want 

to be there

when they do... 

Advertise 
in The Auroran, 

CLASSIFIEDS  
Call: 905-727-3300

MONEY DOESN’T 
GROW ON TREES, 
but soap does! High in 
the mountains of  Nepal 
there are trees that grow 
soap berries. Harvested 
by the Nepalese without 
chemicals or toxins and 
prepared for laundry, win-
dows, dishes, floors and 
much more... Check it out 
at www.SoapThatGrow-
sOnTrees.com.

Simcoe York Group of Newspapers
“A Division of London Publishing”
Your Community Newspapers

POSITION SUMMARY:
Acting as an inside, telemarketing Junior Sales Representative, 
develops and sells commercial advertising space, to current and 
prospective advertisers through regular contact. Operates within 
assigned territory to develop maximum revenue. 

Inside Sales Representative/Telemarketing

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 
• Developing territory: Contact with current and prospective clients.
•  All paper work associated with the advertising ordering and billing process 

to be correctly completed and submitted in a timely manner.
• Projects effi cient, confi dent and professional appearance and mannerisms.
•  Responsive to customer needs, identifi es customer complaints and ensures 

all complaints are resolved.

• Perform all other duties as assigned by the Manager.

EXPECTATIONS:
•  Have an understanding of all applicable York Simcoe Group of Newspapers 

and corresponding rates.
•  Must have a good understanding of your territory and clients, 

their potential and opportunities for growth.
•  Is willing to invest the appropriate amount of time required 

to maximize your territory’s potential.
•  Be required to own your own reliable vehicle. Possess good oral 

and written communication skills.

• Have a positive attitude and care about your clients.

DESIRED SKILLS & EXPERIENCE:
• Sales Driven
• Works Well with Deadlines and Budgets
• Great Interpersonal Skills

PLEASE SEND YOUR RESUMÉ TO:
karin@simcoeyorkprinting.com

EXPERIENCED MEAT 
CUTTERS and LA-
BOURERS wanted. Cut-
ting and deboning poultry 
products an asset. Labour-
ers $11-$14/hr. Butchers 
with minimum two years 
experience $15/hr. Apply 
to Abate Packers Ltd by 
email at: jobs@abatepack-
ers.com or by fax to 519-
848-2793. 

LOCAL RESTAURANT 
looking for Burrito artist. 
Part-time and full-time  
positions available. At 
Taco Del Mar, we are look-
ing for a motivated team 
player. Offer paid train-
ing. If  you would like to 
join our team please apply 
via email: wysalex@hot-
mail.com.

Come join a dynamic, fast paced, growing entrepreneurial  
company looking for enthusiastic sales representatives.  

A rewarding, lucrative opportunity for the right candidate.

Think you have  
what it takes?

ouTside sales RepResenTaTive

let’s Talk.

duTies and ResponsiBiliTies: 
• Sell advertising in our local community newspapers  

across numerous regions for maximum growth
• Be part of an ever growing team, developing new verticals and  

supplements for new revenue and income opportunities

CompensaTion: Base + Commission

 Have a positive attitude

Willing to take chances 
and learn from your peers

Sales Driven

Great Personal Skills

Marketing and/or  
Communication education

Sales Skills an asset Hard working and 
enjoy rewards in a 
team environment

email Resume foR ConsideRaTion: 
Karin Rossi
Vice President Sales, Marketing,  
Business Development
karin@lpcmedia.ca

Students Welcome

DaveG@motivatedstaffing.com
905-951-6300 Tel/Fax

866-274-7231 Toll Free

“Our Business Is People”

FULL TIME POSITIONS
HR Manager – must have degree
Central GTA location
Minimum 5 years manufacturing 
sector exp.

Quality Manager – Suitable for 
someone with Manufacturing
experience and an Engineering 
Degree

Security Guards - 12 Openings 
Must have Security License, car, 
able to work all shifts in 
Brampton area

CNC Programmer / Operator
- exp. with Mill, Lathe, and Mori
Seiki an asset
- recent grads welcome

Water Purification Position
(Weston)
- CSR’s, inbound calls
- Installation Technicians
- Sales Coordinators, In-home Sales
- Warehouse, inventory person

General Labour - Experienced 
Factory, Warehouse, Yard Workers
Mechanical Assemblers, Packers - 
all shifts

• Resumes only, no phone calls
• Only qualified persons will be contacted

NOTICE OF LIEN SALE
The personal property, household goods and contents 
of  the following rental spaces will be sold for cash 
or otherwise disposed of  to satisfy rental liens for 
the unpaid rent in accordance with Ontario Statutes 
Chapter R25 and our lease agreement on April 4th, 2014 
at 10:00 a.m. sharp at Northern Self  Storage Newmarket, 
122 Bales Drive East, Newmarket L3Y 4X1.  There will be 
2 units: Deborah Friedberg, and David Murray.

Has food lost its allure?

SENIOR
SCAPE

Sylvia Dickens

One problem often experienced by 
seniors is loss of  appetite. 

This is especially true for those who 
live alone. Fixing a meal becomes a chore 
rather than a pleasure. When you are 
cooking just for yourself, it doesn’t seem 
so important. 

You might tend to opt for foods that 
are easy to prepare. Perhaps you’re in a 
rut, eating the same few foods every day, 
month after month. 

There is no stimulus to eat. 
Why would there be when it’ll just be 

the same old thing?
Causes

People tend to lose their appetites 
because of  the drugs they must take. 
Certain drugs mask the taste buds. Some 
people lose their sense of  smell which 
means they cannot taste food. Imagine 
not being able to smell or taste food, when 
both stimulate the appetite. 

If  you can’t smell and taste food, it’s not 
always easy finding foods that satisfy. 

Fortunately, some can trigger hunger. 
Fruit, for one. Peaches and oranges are 
juicy and tasty, plus they stimulate the 
stomach acids which, in turn, can cause 
those pangs for food. 

Sometimes, it’s about more than food 
choices. It’s about food preparation.

I have my favorite meals because I like 
them and because they’re quick and easy: 
cheese for lunch. hamburger, spaghetti, 
or some frozen dish for dinner. And, of  
course, lots of  sugar in between. All-in-all, 
a very bad diet.  

Solutions
A few weeks back, it became evident 

that it was time to improve my energy 
levels and help minimize any potential 
health issues while making meals more 
enticing. 

The research suggested a variety of  
produce that harbor certain nutrients 
and a switch from fatty foods to beans and 
other protein-rich items.

Do you know that your body needs five 
servings of  fresh fruit and veggies per 
day? Their nutrients protect the heart and 
blood vessels. The anti-oxidants work to 
prevent blocked arteries and ultimately 
ward off  cardiovascular disease.

Food preparation, for me, was always 
a chore. Each mealtime was met with 
disinterest. Suddenly, I had a new outlook. 
I made it fun. Here’s how.

I purchased a new electric kettle (what 
a change from my cheap aluminum 
stovetop version), a new mini-coffee 
maker (it’s really cute), a big steamer pot, 
and a veggie chopper (what fun!).

Suddenly, preparing food was exciting. 
I couldn’t wait, so the next thrill was 
searching the produce aisle at the grocers 
for items I seldom eat: peppers, celery, 
spinach and the like.

That night, I chopped up red peppers, 
celery, mushrooms and spinach, added 
them to some hamburger, dropped in 
some macaroni elbows and put cheese on 
top. 

The result was an absolutely delicious, 
super-tasty meal that lasted three days. 
It was better than my usual hamburger 
mixture. The steamed veggies on 
alternate days were equally delicious, and 
much more nutritious than cooking them 
in water or in the microwave. 

The salads were tasty, too, with Boston 
lettuce (rather than head or romaine 
lettuce), apples (it’s a while since I had 
these), red peppers (usually green), onion, 
black olives with Thousand Islands 
Dressing (a surprising alternative to 
Caesar) and feta cheese (a welcome change 
from cheddar or marble).

If  you’re wondering what happened 
to your appetite, consider that it just 
might be your routine. Try making some 
changes, from the cookware to the food 
choices. Make it interesting. Experiment. 
You just might surprise yourself. And 
here’s another tip. Find recipes that make 
two to three servings so you can save 
leftovers for another day.

On days when your leftovers are gone 
and you still don’t feel like cooking, eat out 
at a pleasant but affordable restaurant. 
Step back in time at Wimpey’s, for 
example. They make a yummy lime float 
(remember those?). 

Better yet, enjoy a delicious Budget 
Bistro Luncheon at the Aurora Seniors’ 
Centre any Wednesday. Companionship 
has an amazing effect on appetite.

Mardi Gras Merriment
The first time the Centre ran this 

event, it was phenomenally popular. 
Everyone had a fantastic time. On Friday, 
April 11, organizers will present their 
third Night of  Dixie/Mardi Gras event, 
featuring a live Dixieland band, dancing 
and refreshments in a lively atmosphere. 
There will be a cash bar throughout the 
evening. The whole town is invited but 
you must get your $10 advance tickets 
now. They sell out fast so don’t wait.
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From page 10

From page 1

AT YOUR SERVICE
A directory of who does what in your community

AIRPORT LIMO

DENTALALUMINUM REPAIRS

CREMATION

GARAGE DOOR & ELECTRIC OPENERS

WATER

PAINTER

MOVING

Very competitive rates from $79.00

905-841-6334  

• Aluminum Repairs 
• Door/Window Repairs 
• Downpipe Repairs 
• Eavestrough Repairs 
• Caulking
• Eavestrough Cleaning

40 Years 
Experience

HARRISON

HANDYMAN

RENOVATIONS

Quality workmanship
competitive prices

Specializing in: drywall repairs, floor-
ing, tiling, backsplash & trim work.  

Small jobs welcome. 
Free estimates

CGM RENOVATIONS

416-271-7762

 reverse osmosis filtration system
 and FREE installationFREE

Purchase a Refineosoft Water Softener and receive a 

New Years Special!
2 Rooms $349

using Benjamin Moore paints
We also do exteriors

PKD Painting 
905-836-4347 or 905-251-1977

Local Newmarket company serving 
Newmarket, Aurora, Bradford since 1985

CLEANERS

THIS COULD BE YOUR SPOT
Not everyone needs your services all the time, 

why not be there when the do!
To advertise in THE AURORAN 

At Your Service Directory call: 905-727-3300

SPIRITUALITY
Rev. Tracy L. Cox, IMM, CIMM 

289 879 0177
www.divineheartcentre.ca 

I care, and I can help. 

Ordained Minister  
Ontario Wedding               

Officiant
Pastoral and Spiritual  

Care Provider 
Meditation Instruction  

and Groups 

Break free NOW from Learning Disabilities
At Learning Ability, we specialize in a proven and successful therapy for correcting learning

disabilities in both adults and children. The breakthrough program enables participants to
function in a regular classroom or office setting without external aids. Best of all, no one will
even know that they are using the special tools taught in our sessions. Only the positive
results will be visible. If you, your children or someone you know suffers from a learning
disability, we can help with attainable solutions that get to the root of the problems.

For more information, to get a free no-obligation information
package, or to book a free consultation, please contact

Maureen O’Sullivan, BSc and Certified Davis Facilitator at

(905) 853-3363
maureen@learningability.org

www.learningability.org

If learning is
a problem...

we have a solution

Advertorial

Our son was diagnosed with
learning disability in reading

and writing at 6. He has
completed the program and

is now very successful.
The confidence he now has

is the best reward.

– Ron & Wendy Jennings,
Newmarket, Ontario

We can help now with
• Dyslexia (reading)
• Dyscalculia (mathematics)
• Dysgraphia (writing)
• Dyspraxia (coordination)

• ADD (attention)
• ADHD (attention   

and hyperactivity)
• Autism spectrum

Our son is taking
control of his behaviour
and working on ‘dialing

down’ to focus and
behave correctly. We
have also seen major

leaps with his reading.

– J. & L. Owens,
Queensville, Ontario

The thought of completing
high school was almost
inconceivable. After a

month or two at Learning
Ability, we started talking
about what college she

will be attending.

– Richard & Deb Pope
Newmarket, Ontario

“ “ “

” ” ”
Temperance Street, just west of  Yonge. 
Several snags, however, have come up at 
the Ontario Land Registry Office on just 
who owns the properties in question. 

“The ownership there goes back 
to the 1840s, so they are very old 
documents and it is a mishmash 
of  property ownership. We have a 
parking lot that we maintain and we 
continue to allow the public to use 
that which is straddling property 

lines of  both public and private 
property. On the east side of  Yonge 
Street, where this property is 
located, the situation is somewhat 
similar.”

Should the parking variance be 
approved at a future meeting of  
Aurora’s Committee of  Adjustment, 
Mr. Ramunno proposes the developer 
pay cash in lieu of  parking which, he 
said, go towards looking at parking 
alternatives elsewhere in Aurora. 

Aurora seeks clarity on 
downtown parking areas

Youth push for committe of their own
schools and the next logical step 
from there was being involved in the 
Town as a whole because there are 
a lot of  opportunities in our schools 
to voice our opinions,” he said. “In 
my opinion, and I am sure in their 
opinion too, there are not as many 
currently in the Town. It is about 
bringing those opportunities to voice 
their opinion and increase youth 
engagement in the Town.”

When asked if  he thought youth in 
Aurora were engaged overall, Zhang 
said that is an answer contingent on 
who one talked to. 

“I think the average youth doesn’t 
know a lot of  the opportunities 
out there and they are not really 
engaged, but then there are a few that 
are really engaged and a lot that are 
not,” he said. “I think it is definitely 
important we would engage everyone 
in our community.

“I think Parks and Recreation is 
probably the most important [area] 
for youth and that would be one 
of  the biggest parts we would be 
involved with. I hope we would be 
able to plan events that would add 
to events already here and promote 
what the Town has now. There are so 
many opportunities that the Town 
has which youth don’t really know 
about. The first thing is the Mayor’s 
Cleanup. There could definitely be a 
higher turnout if  there were students 
in each school who could promote it, 
for example.”

After the students made their 
pitch to Council, it was then up to 
the elected members to decide what 
to do next – and they ultimately 
decided to explore the idea further. 
Voting against taking the next steps 
in looking at establishing a youth 
committee was Councillor Paul Pirri. 

Although Councillor Pirri was 
elected when to Council when he was 
just 22, he said he has “always been 

opposed to the concept” of  a youth 
concept in the same way he would 
oppose “a strictly seniors committee 
or a committee for women.”

“I feel it marginalizes individuals 
and ultimately if  the individuals 
in the community have opinions 
they should be brought forward as 
individuals rather than just youth,” 
he said. “Youth can contribute just as 
well as other individuals around the 
table as well.”

Although he voted in favour 
of  looking further into a Youth 
Committee, Councillor Michael 
Thompson said there was nothing 
currently stopping youth to join 
the debate through applying to one 
of  Aurora’s advisory committees, 
delegating to Council, or to any of  
the committees. 

On the other hand, Councillor 
John Gallo, who served as a member 
of  Hazel McCallion’s Youth Advisory 
Committee in his younger days in 
Mississauga, said he was “somewhat 
shocked” by the comments. 

“There are so many benefits to this 
type of  thing in planting the seeds for 
politics,” he said. “I see nothing but 
good things coming out of  this.”

Before the students came to Council 
to pitch their concept, they ran their 
ideas by Councillors John Abel and 
Chris Ballard, who were enthusiastic 
in their support of  the plan last week. 

“I certainly want to capture the 
enthusiasm of  these young people,” 
said Councillor Ballard. “Here 
we are, six months from our next 
municipal election. We are always 
complaining that there is such a lack 
of  participation, especially amongst 
youth. Here is an opportunity to have 
a pipeline into each of  our secondary 
schools in our community. I can’t see 
how we wouldn’t jump at this, quite 
frankly. This has just fallen out of  the 
sky into our laps. How can we not say 
yes?”

Matt and Nyanna help 
entertain the crowds 
with his original song 
“Mr. Furious” at the sec-
ond annual Songs to 
Recovery, held at the 
Aurora Cultural Centre 
on Saturday. Billed as a 
celebration of “spring,  
renewal, recovery 
and new beginnings”, 
the concert was host-
ed by and will benefit  
Eating Disorders of York  
Region’s Riverwalk  
Wellness Centres.

     Photo by 
DEA Photography
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NEW PATIENT EXAM
        AND XRAYS

 
RECEIVE A
FREE

ALL PATIENTS

905.503.7800

        AuroraDentistry.ca
244 Wellington St E Suite 100
    Aurora, Ontario, L4G 1J5

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL

ONLY$3899.00

BRACES

FREE WHITENING
INCLUDES

THE CLEAR  
ALTERNATIVE TO 

905.503.7800

        AuroraDentistry.ca
244 Wellington St E Suite 100
    Aurora, Ontario, L4G 1J5

CALL US TODAY 905.503.7800 


